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This thesis is an attempt to determine the problems encountered
in implementini^ the construction grants pro.gram and what effect
these problems have had on accomplishing the goals of the Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
are most pro^oably associated with the goal of elimination of pollutant
discharge into navigable waters by 1955» the so called "zero discharge"
requirement. In order to meet this goal publicly owned treatment
works are required to comply with two interim standards, first by
1 July 1977 treatment works must meet effluent limitations based
upon secondary treatment as a minimum; secondly, by 1 July I983 all
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plants approved after 30 June 197^ must provide for the application
of the best practicable waste treatTient technology over the life
of the works.
In order to help raeet the Acts goals of cleaning up the
nation's waters, the Act provides grant funds for the construction
of wastewater facilities. The legislation provides that the
Federal Governaent can fund 75 percent of the estimated total cost of
construction of each individual project.
This thesis examines such requirements of the Act as user
charges, industrial cost recovery, infiltration/inflow, environmental
iapact statements and standards of secondary treatment to determine
in what way they impacted upon municipalities. Not only have the
requirements of the Act placed added burdens upon the state and
local governments, but also the administration of the Act has had
an effect in slowing down the grants program. The areas of EPA
management, state partlciuation and impoundment of funds will be
examined in order to determine their effect on the program.
An Act, as far reaching as this one, is affected by factors
within the program, and from without. Accomplishment of the construc-
tion of treatment works is accomplished by architect and engineering
firms and contractors outside the system. The capacity of the
construction industry, number of design engineers, and supply of
materials can b^ve an effect on the achievement of the goals of
the Act, with respect to completion times and costs of the projects.

The Act provides grant funds for the construction of
wastewater treatment facilities, although these funds are not in
the amounts necessary to meet the needs of all local govemnients
,
The estimates proposed by local governments and state water pollution
control agencies to determine the total costs of the goals of the
I972 Act are much greater than the funds authorized by Congress to
date.
Local Governments will need the continuing financial support
of the Federal Government to accomplish -the goals set forth in the
Act, The level of this support will be the determining factor as to
when the goals will be accomplished.
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1 . 1 General
"The seneration of wastes is an inevitable consequence of
life." Due to increases in population, a risins: standard of
living and extensive industrial development, waste ^^eneration has
increased in recent years. Vith this increased quantity of wastes
bein.T dischar.^ied into our waterways* both rivers and estuaries,
the assimilative capacity of the waters has been exceeded in many
places.
The resources of the earth are not unlimited, Moreover,
man's actions can cause a shift in the balance of the environment.
The percentage of water and land on this planet are relatively
fixed; man living almost exclusively on land has the major impact
on his environment. Lncreases in ponulaticn add new strains on
the environment by usin.^ natural resources to fulfill the needs of
an increased population and also add to the stress of pollution.
Water is one of the major resources required and utilized by man.
When there is a sparse population and when discharges are simple
in composition there is little reason for concern.
However, as our population, cities and industries ^rew,
increasingly frequent conditions of water pollution became a reality.
"Attempts over the past ^0-50 years to control or prevent water
Parenthetical references placed superior to the line of
text refer to the Bibliography.

•Dollutlon throa=rh state and federal legislation were usually in-
adequate."^ -^ The procedure had been to provide miniraizin!r treatment
(2)
and maintain a dumt) it in attitude or philosoohy," ^ ^
The sixties and seventies could be considered the beeirminc^
of a greater awareness of the environiaent by both individuals and
environmentalist p^Tonvs, Within the backsrround of this era Gonprress
passed the Water Quality Act of 196 5. which required the states
to establish receivin.^ water quality standards, to^rether with im-
plementing plans to achieve these standards,
Coa=;ress felt that the act was not providing sufficient funds
to clean ud the nations waters as rapidly as they had envisioned
and following lengthy hearing's and numerous conferences, both Houses
overrode a Presidential veto and passed the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 19*^2, which represented a rewriting of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act.
The Act was a voluminous one and covered effluent standards,
a erants prorram, permit pro.tram, areawide waste treatment mana^rement,
basin plannin?:, thermal discharges and toxic pollutants which applied
in varying decrees to both municipal and industrial polluters.
"The 1972 Act attempts to restore environmental balance by orotectina;
aquatic ecosystems which are the "Dasic elements of a food ch^in
involving man.' The Act sets forth a framework under which this
is to be accom-Diished.

1,2 Significance of Municiisal Waste Water Treatment
(L)
There are 3 million miles of streams in the United States,^ ^
An inventory of the water quality in each would be an impossible
undertaking. It would take 1,000 inspectors coverin?^ a mile each
day ei^ht years to do so, and pro'oabl;/' upon completion the data ob-
tained would be outdated. Federal officials have tallied how much
of 260,000 stream miles in our roa.jor drainage basins is markedly
polluted. In 1971 it amounted to almost one mile out of every
three. One indicator of the possible scope of the problem is
the relative use of water that ends up as fluid waste in rivers,
lakes and estuaries.
The bi.^-^est user is industry which uses 200 billion "gallons
a day, two-thirds of which is used for coolinr^ agriculture uses I50
billion gallons a day, of which 6C percent is actually consumed
in producin.^: crcDs; and municipalities use ^0 billion gallons of
water a day,^ ^ About 85OO accidental and deliberate oil spills
contaminate cur coastal and inland waters each year. Everyday large
volumes of stormwater drain into waterways bringing with it tons
of pollutants and eroded soil. More than 62 million tons of garbage,
sludge, chemicals, explosives, debris, and dirt are dumped off our
(8)
coasts eacn year.
Because of the scope and diverse nature of water pollution
problems they cannot be solved overnight. Moreover, the money and
manpower available for accomplishing the task are limited. The
I972 Act puts emphasis on cleaning? up pollution from all sources;

however, the fundinf^ thrust is for action in reducins^ pollution from
municipal sources. About I5OO municipal wastewater facilities are
dischar^inrT untreated sewasre and some 2700 plants provide only primary
(9)
treatment of wastes which accounts for 20 percent of the pollutant
load dumped into the nations waters. Table 1-1 shows that the
srrowth of sewera-^e services has increased over the years. The
percent of sewered population to total population has increased
from yb in I860 to 76^ in 1973. Also the percent of treated pop-
ulation to the number of sewered population has increased from Jk^
in 1932 to 9?^ in 1973.
Table 1-r^^^
ExT5ansion of Puolic Sewera^ie
u,s. Unsewered Sewered Sewaa;e Sewag-e
Year Dorulation Dorulation ijorulation untreated treated
(millions of persons)
I860 31 30 1 1
I87O 39 34 5 5
1880 50 40 10 n.a. n.a.
I89O 63 47 16- n.a. n.a.
190 c 76 51 25 n.a. n.a.
1904 82 54 28 27 1
1910 92 57 35 31 4
1915 99 57 42 n.a. n.a.
1920 106 58 48 n.a. n.a.
1930 123 62 61 n.a. n.a.
1932 125 63 62 41 21
19^0 133 66 67 30 37
19^5 140 70 70 28 42
19^ 145 72 73 28 45
1957 171 73 98 24 74
1962 186 68 118 17 101
1968 198 58 140 11 129
1973 210 47 163 4 159

Ts-nle 1-2 reviews the breakdown of type of treatment
received by those coTnmunities which were sewered in the various
vears.
Table 1-2^^^^
















1937 3'5.« 16.7 2.8 16.3 -
19^0 29.9 15.1 3.3 18.9 -
19^5 27.9 17.2 3.8 21.7 -
19^8 28.0 18. i+ 3.6 22.7 -
19^7 23.8 25.7 5.6 ^3.3 -
1962 17.0 32.7 7A 61.2 -
1068 10.9 36.9 5.9 85.6 0.3
1973 3.9 ^.3 5.9 103.9 2.8
Annual rate
of char:?e.
Table 1-3 is included to indicate the levels of collection
and renoval of 30D. While treatment facilities increased the amount
of BOD removed from our waters, sanitary sewers apcarently have
brought more BOD for treatment. This is indicated by the fact that
the amount of BOD discharged by treatment plants only varied by
8,4^ for the selected years.

Table 1-3^^^^
Effect of Sanitary Sewage Treatment
Collected by
^
Reduced by^^ Discharared by
Year sanitary severs treatment treatment plants
(millions of pounds of BOD per day)









Based on 0.16? pounds of 30D- per sewered person per day.
Based en the distribution of treatment facilities shown in
Table !-2 and on estimates of removal efficiency from a variety
of sources.
Tc meet the Act's requirement of secondary treatment areas
receivin.^ no treatment and those receivinc- primary treatment will
need to be urrraded. Even the areas where there is secondary treat-
ment may have to be uTj-^^raded to meet the Act's even more strinrrent
requirements,
1,3 Objective of the Study
1.31 Primary Objective
The primary objective of this study is to determine the
problems encountered in implementing the requirements of the Municipal
Construction grants program and the possible effect they will have on




The Secondary objective of this study is to review other
related areas such as manpower requirements and future fundine;
and their effect on accomplishin.s the ^oals of the Water Pollution
Control Act Amendnents of 1972.
1,^ Methodology
This study will review the construction brants pro,s;ran of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Araendnents of 1972 (PL 92-500).
Infonnation will be obtained from:
(a) a review of the enabling le^^islation;
(3) a review of current publications dealin?^ with the Act;
(C) a review of current theses dealin.^ with the requirements
of the Act;
(D) a review of jovemnent reports dealin.-? with the Act;
(E) interviews with individuals within the Environmental
Protection Agency;
(F) interviews with individuals within the Pittsburaih
office of the Department of Environmental Resources,
In reviewing the problem area of construction irrants,
an attempt will be made to set forth the requirements of the Act
involved, present problems that have arisen, reasons why they
occurred and present any impending proposals which in some significant
way could alter the Act.

8With any Act as complex as PL 92-500 the problems and
emphasis that are paramount durin." the early years of its existence
are not necessarily those which will be more important or pressin?^
in the future. Various areas associated with the Act such as
Hianpower availability, equipment availability, construction capability
which may have a future impact will be reviewed, Where possible
the views of the Pittsburgh region personnel of the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Resources will be provided in an attemut
to ffive a comDarison with those views held on the national level.
An essential, if not the most essential, aspect of the Act
is the matter of compliance. No pro-am such as this which is
envisioned to reduce the pollution of water can be successful unless .
the law is complied with. The matter of compliance will be reviewed




5 Limitations to the Methodolos^
Limitations to the methodolosry employed in this study in-
clude:
(a) The complexity arid far-reaching implications of the
law and the number of municipalities which are affected preclude
the surveyinPT of each one. The information received will necessarily
be of an overview of the total proolem with case studies utilized
whenever possible.

(3) The time frane under which this study was undertaken
was such that all possible sources of inforination and views of
divisions of governments and interested organizations may not have
been presented,
(C) Those problems foreseen for the future are problems
that are envisioned now and only experience will determine the true
areas of future difficulty. Thus, the full scope of problems
is still a matter for speculation rather than one which has been
fully defined in qualitative and quantitative terms.
1.6 Organization and Content
The subsequent sections will be developed to meet the
objectives of this study. Section 2.0 will deal with the objectives
and goals of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972. Section 3«0 will describe the objectives and goals of the
Clean Streams Act of Pennsylvania and describe how it interacts
with the Federal Act, Section ^.0 will review the requirements of
the construction grant process. Section 5»0 will present problems
with implementation of the Act as viewed by Federal, State and
municipal levels of government. Section 6.0 will review what
effect the problems h^ve had on funding of construction grants.
Section 7.0 will review associated areas which may have an impact
on meeting the Acts goals and deadlines. Section 8.0 will look
at what effect funding could have on the goals of the Act.
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Section 9«0 will present conclusions and reconmendations.
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2.0 THE FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
ACT AMENDhENTS OF 1972
2,1 The Purpose of the Amendments
2.11 General Background
The Federal Government's role in the area of water Dollution
control or abatement is not a new one; the Government has been in-
volved to some decree since the beginnins; of the century. A review
of Federal Water Pollution control le.^rislation indicates how Federal
authority has expanded from the prohibition of the discharge of non-
liquid wastes into navisiable waters by the Rivers and Harbors Act
of 1899 to the present Federal mandate to eliminate the dischar?^e
of pollutants into the navigable waters by 1985.
The 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments are
probably most associated with the provision of zero discharge of
pollutants. The Act was passed by both Houses of Congress and sent
to the President who vetoed it. President Nixon stated that;
"pollution of our rivers, lakes and streams de.Trades the
quality of American life. Glean in.? up the Nation's water-
ways is a matter of ur.^ent concern to me, as evidenced by
the nearly tenfold increase in my budget for this purpose
durinz the past four years. The law would exact an un-
fair and unnecessary price from th^ ttublic and I am
compelled to withold my approval." (^^)
Congress in a vote of almost unprecedented dimensions over-
rode the Presidential veto and enacted the Federal Water Pollution




Control Amendments of 1972. That action was hailed by many as a
major milestone in the strugs^le for a cleaner environment. It was
viewed as a decisive commitment of money and effort to a top national
priority which Gonaress manifestly regarded as exceedingly ure^ent.
"For many both in Congress and out, it was a time of s^reat expecta-
tions. After 16 years of solid experience in a Federal-State
matching pro=pram, we were ready for this effort to move rapidly
into a higher gear." ^^^^
2,12 The joals and Policies
The ffoals and policies of the Amendments are: ^
2.121 Zero Discharge . It is the national goal that the discharge
of Dollutants into navigable waters be eliminated by I985.
2.122 Interim Water ';>L:ality . A national goal was set whereby,
whenever possible, an interim soal of water quality which will rrovide
for the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife
and also provide for recreation in and on the water be achieved by
1 July 1983.
2.123 Toxic Pollutants . It is the national policy that the discharge
of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts be prohibited,
2.124 Federal Financial Assistance , Federal grants were made
available to construct publicly owned waste treatment works.
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2.125 Areawide Mana.~ement Planning- . The Act provided funds for
the development of areawide waste treatment management planning
processes and implementation of such processes thus assurins; adequate
control of sources of pollutants.
2.126 Ressarch and Develor-^ient. A ma.ior research and demonstration
effort with funding and direction fron SPA be made to develop the
technology necessary to eliminate the discharge of pollutants into
the navigable waters, waters of the contiguous zone and the oceans.
2.127 States* Role . The Act recognizes, preserves and -nrotects
the primary responsibilities and rights of states to prevent, reduce,
and eliminate Dollution and also to plan the development and use of
land and water resources. It is further the policy to Drovide
Federal technical services and financial aid to state and interstate
agencies and municipalities in connection with the prevention, re-
duction and elimination of Dollution.
2.128 Public Part icJT-at ion. Public participation in the develop-
ment, revision and enforcement of any regulation, standard,
effluent limitation, plan or -Drograra established by the Administrator
for any state under this Act is provided for and encouraged, and
assisted by the Environmental Protection Agency and the states.
2.129 Minimization of Pai:ervork. It is the national policy that
to the maximum extent possible the procedures utilized for im-ole-
raenting the Act will encourage the minimization of paperwork, and
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intera^rency decision procedures. The Act also encourao:es the
best use of available manpower and funds thus preventing needless
duplication and unnecessary delays at all levels of eroveminent.
2,2 Municipal Impact of the Amendments
Cl?)Additional impacts can be found in T, J. E^gum's thesis,^ '^
2.21 The Timetable for Accomplishing the ^oals
The ultimate £:oal of the Act, that of achieving zero dis-
charge has been set at 1985» However, two intermediate goals have
been mandated to facilitate achieving this goal. The mandated zero
discharge is a goal, not a national policy.
2.211 Interim Water Quality loal . Publicly owned treatment works
in existence on 1 July 1977 are required by Section 301 of the Act
to meet effluent limitations "oased uiDon secondary treatment. As of
("18)
this tine the required limits for secondary treatment are:
(a) An effluent containing a weekly average not to exceed
^5 milligrams per liter and a monthly average not to exceed 30
milligrams per liter.
(3) Suspended solids are not to exceed k'^ milligrams per
liter for the weekly averasre and are not to exceed 30 milligrams
per liter for the monthly average.




For those treatment works approved prior to 30 June 197*^
the above standards must be met four years after start of construction
but not later than 1 July 1978.
The effluent limitations based upon secondary treatment are
to be considered as minimum levels of compliance. In instances
where more stringent limitations on water quality standards and
treatment standards, etc, have been established by state law, then
jsunicipalities must comply with these higher limitations.
2, 212 The "-est Practicable Waste Treatment Technology" by 1Q83 .
By 1 J'uly 1^53, wherever possible, water is to be of such quality
that it is clean enough for swimmin.? and other recreational uses,
and clean enough to protect fish, shellfish and wildlife.^ '
>fhat constitutes "best practicable treatment" has not been ST^ecifically
defined by the Environmental Protection Agency, however, it simply
considers three broad classifications of technological approaches:
land utilization and land a-oplication, treatment and discharge,
and reuse technolo.-^y.
Information is provided so that municiTjalities, keeping
in mind the cost effectiveness regulations of the ?rant procedures,
can determine which alternative process to utilize in order to
achieve the best results. The Act also sets other deadlines
regulating such items as available grants and plannin.^ assistance.
These requirements will be discussed later.
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2,22 Penalties for Violation of the Act
The Administrator of the Environmental Agency can issue
compliance orders and bring civil action to halt the pollution of
the waters of the United States, In requesting relief he may obtain
a teraDorary restraining order or a preliminary injunction until the
(21)
case is decided in court. Penalties for civil action are not
to exceed $10, COO per day of violation, Villful or negligent
violators are subject to more severe penalties. Those who falsify
permit applications, misrepresent information or tamper with
monitoring devices may be subject to a fine of $10,000 per day.
Criminal violations of any standard, limitation, or permit condition
are subject to fines of oetween $2,500 and $25,000 per day of vio-
f 22)lation and/or one year imprisonment,^ ' These penalties double if
the violation is committed after a first conviction,
2,23 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
The permit program created by the Act improves upon the old
C23)permit system under the 1899 Refuse Act,^ ' It is r>art of the
comprehensive effort of the 1972 Act to reduce, prevent, and
eliminate water pollution. The permit is not a license to pollute,
rather it regulates wrAt may be discharged and how much. The permit
sets specific limits on the effluent from each source. If the
discharger cannot comply iufnedlately, the permit sets target dates
for accomplishment. This is a commitment to reduce or eliminate
discharges in specified steps at specified times. If a permit con-
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tains a conpliance schedule, each step is enforceable before final
ccapliance. These corcmitments are legally enforceable. The permit
system also requires dischargers to r-onitor their wastes and to
report the amount and nature of all waste components. A National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit, in essence, is a
contract between the government and a discharger. A violation of
the contract could subject the discharger to penalties as described
in the previous section.
2.24 Planning
The 1972 Act srreatly expands the emphasis given to planning
and establishes a comprehensive program to improve coordination
between various water pollution control activities at different
levels of rovemnient. Ten separate sections of the law deal speci-
(24)
fically with planning programs.
2.241 Munici-gal Facilities Plan . Municipal facility planning is
designed to •orovide orderly development and submission of applications
for Federal funding of waste treatment plants. Administered by
currently designated muinicipal authorities, this planning system is
designed to serve in the interim and miniaize interruptions until the
more complex areawide planning system is approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency. At a minimum, all municipal facility plans will
include: ^^^
(a) a cost-effectiveness analysis of all available alter-




(3) an evaluation of alternatives for advanced sewer systems;
(C) an evaluation of alternative sites and service areas;
(D) an environmental assessment of the project;
(E) an analysis of costs of all elements in the system
to meet water Q.uality standards for a 20-year period following
construction.
2.242 Areawide Planning: . The 1972 law inau^rated a special program
for urban-Indus trial areas with substantial water pollution problems.
The program calls for coordinated areawide plannin? to identify and
provide municipal and industrial waste treatment. EPA is respon-
sible for identifying areas where planning is required and the
states are required to designate the noundaries of areas requiring
areawide planning and to desisTiate an asrency to develop an effective
regional plan. If a state fails to act, the elected officials within
an area r-ay make the designations themselves, subject to EPA approval,
3y July, 19?4t each designated agency must have an areawide waste
treatment management planning process in operation, and by July,
1976, the agencies first plan must be certified by the state and
(26)
submitted to EPA for approval. After an areawide plan is
approved, EPA constiruction grants may be awarded to publicly owned
treatment plants within the area only if they conform to the
approved plan. No permit under Section ^02 of the Act will be issued
for any point source which is in conflict with an a-oproved plan.
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2.2it3 3s.sln Plans . In the past, states have held the primary role
for sett in?? and enforcing water quality standards. In the new Act,
states retain this responsibility, yet have the added duty of
protecting- water quality standards by insurins: tte.t no effluent
(27)limitation written into a permit was inadequate for that purpose.
Since a complex relationship exists between effluent dischars^es and
water quality, the persiit issuance process roust be coordinated with
an overall study and planning; pro-am on water quality.
Section 303 (e) of the Act deals with basin plans. This
section constitutes the overall framework within which 208 plans are
developed for specific segments of a basin. Basin plans provide: ''
(a) water quality standards and soals;
(3) definite critical water quality conditions;
(C) waste load constraints;
(D) help in delineating 208 area boundaries.
Froro a monitoring program for each stream, segments will be
classified into one of two categories, indicating the severity of
pollution. These categories are: effluent limited which will require
secondary treatment under the law, and water quality limited which
will require treatment above secondary treatment for attainment of
the water quality standard.
2.25 Funding Authorized by the Amendments
The Amendments authorize $24.6 billion as the federal share
for compliance with the requirements of the amendments. As states
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and inunlciTjalities also contribute a portion, the total is somewhat
higher.
Probably the nost widely known portion of the Amendments is
Section 20? which authorizes $18 billion to be spent for "treatment
facilities," Section 206 allows for the reimbursement of the
federal share of projects built between 195^ and 1972 which were
undertaken without federal aid. This section appropriated $2,75
billion for reimbursement. Other fundin,^ for training, planning,
research and development are also provided in the Amendments.
2,3 Appraisals of the Amendments
A few appraisals are presented here to .give some insight into
early reactions to the Amendments, Additional appraisals can be
(17)
reviewed in T. J, Eggum's Thesis,^ '^
2,31 Congressional Views
Prior to passage of the Amendments at least one congressmen
had some reservation. Senator James L, ^iuckley said, "the Act seems
destined to be controversial because it may attempt to achieve too
(29)
much on the basis of too little information," With regard to
whom should have final responsibility over domestic spending
Representative Jim Wright replied, "The final authority should be
based on constitutional guidelines, which give Congressional con-
trol over domestic spending,"^ ^ Others felt that it would be
wise for Congress, through the appropriations process, to make an
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annual examination of the justification for funds to "be spent for
(31)
waste treatment grants. Some con=:ressmen contended that a
permit program nm by 50 different governments without any meanin^ul
(32)federal control would become an environmental nightmare.
Senator Buckley felt that the Act "may threaten in too many instances
to reduce the role of the states and local governments to that of
errand boy so that the bill ma 55 in fact, encouraare states to with-
"(29)
draw from the national effort,
2.32 The States Views
Ralph Purdy, executive secretary of the Michigan Water
Resources stated "the prcgrar, Is unstable, is encumbered by ad-
ministrative delays, and contains insufficient funds to meet the
goals within the specified time frame," ^ Fred A, Harper, general
manager of the County Sanitation Districts of Grange County,
California cited "the lack of program coordination and stability,
the need for realistic timetables, the duplication of work, the
lack of established priorities, and erratic funding as reasons for
the impossibility of accomplishing the goals of the law as it
stands. "(50)
In regard to the permit requirements of the Act, Jack K.
Smith, executive secretary of the Missouri Clean Water Commission,




2,33 Professional and Technical Views
During the l^^th Annual Government Affaris Seminar, J, Floyde
3yrd, then president of the Water Pollution Control Federation,
in discussing the possibilities for progress under PL 92-500 stated
that "the only way to make this enormously comDlex document effective
is through a cooperative effort of a team consisting: of all sectors
(33)
of our society." ^^^^
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3.0 THE CLEAN STRa\K5 LAW OF PENNSYLVANIA
3.1 The Purpose of the Ia.w
3.11 general 3ack5:round,
Prior to any specific legislation resrardina; pollution,
le.^al protection was given to public water supplies by the
(3Z4.)
courts under the con-jnon law doctrine of public nuisance. The
basis for the first Glean Streams pro;n*a!!i in Pennsylvania was the
passage of the Purity of .Vaters Act of Pennsylvania PL 260 en 22 Arril
1905. This first comprehensive statute concemiag the purity of the
streams declared it a misdeneanor to discharge sewage into the
waters of the Goiru'nonwealth without a permit. The effect was to make
the action of dischargins; sewage into any stream a public nuisance.
Only pollution caused by domestic sewage was applicable to the Act,^^^-^
The Clean Streams Law Act 39^. PL 198? was approved by the
Pennsylvania legislature on 22 June 193*7; this was the first and
presently operative general antipollution statute. The law designated
the Sanitary Water Board, changed in 1971 to the Environmental
Quality 3oard, whose duty it was to protect the waters of the
Commonwealth from pollution. Not only the disch^arge of sewage,
but also industrial wastes were brought under legal prohibitions.
The Glean Streams Law is the primary statute for water
pollution control in Pennsyl-'/ania • however, other laws do have an
effect and those most commonly utilized are listed in Appendix 3,
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3.12 The Goals of the LawC35)
The law states that the discharge of sewaace or industrial
vrastes into the waters of the Commonwealth, which causes or contri-
butes to pollution, as defined within the Law, or creates a danger
of such pollution, is not a reasonable or natural use of such waters,
and is a^gainst public policy and is a public nuisance.
The goal is not only to prevent further pollution of the
waters but also to reclaim and restore to a clean unpolluted condition
those streams that are presently pollute'l in order to protect the
public health, aniral aquatic life and provide for the use of the
waters for domestic, industrial and recreational purposes,
3.13 Standards
Vhereas the Federal Law PL 92-500 is based on effluent
ILmitations, re-'^lating the amount of pollutants bein=^ discharged
from particular point sources, the Clean Streams Law is predicated on
water quality standards, regulating the amount of pollutants in a
given body of water. Chapter 93 of the Department of Environmental
Resources Rules and Regulations sets forth water quality criteria
for the waters, based upon uses which are to be protected. The
waters are basically broken down into three groups each one having
limits for pH, dissolved oxygen, iron, temperature, dissolved
solids, and oacteria, 3y review of Appendix C it can be seen that
the various segments of the Commonwealth's waters are being classified
in accordance with the guidelines of PL 92-500,
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3,1^ Timetable for Acconplishnent of Goals
The State law does not contain any specific dates for
accomplishment of the goal of preventing pollution,
3.15 Permits
The State law does not permit the dischar£?e of sewa^^e in any
manner, directly or indirectly, into the Gom^iionwealth's waters unless
it is authorized by the rules smd re.^lations of the Department of
Environmental Resources or a person or municipality has first ob-
tained a permit for such discharge . The State proi^ram is similar to
that of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NFDSS)
with re^^ard to the requirement that a permit must be obtained before
discharging into the waters. The system appears to be the same:
however, the results may not be. As discussed in Section 3»13
the Pennsylvania law is based upon the amount of pollutants in the
body of water in question. Under the existing state law there could
exist a valid permit for discharge which required only primary
treatment, whereas under the Federal permit secondary treatment is
the minimum acceptable,
3.16 Planning
The Glean Streams Law further provides that all plans, desisus,
and data for the construction of sewer systems, treatment works or
intercepting sewer systems, will be submitted by the municipality
for a-Dproval before construction begins. This state process could
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be considered the sane type of check or review that is required by
the Federal law before a municipality is awarded ^rant money for
the project.
Another aspect of the Clean Streams Law allows the board to
require that municipalities undertake studies; prepare and submit
plans; acquire, construct, repair, alter, complete, extend, or
operate a sewer system or treatment facility; or negotiate with other
municipalities for combined or joint sewer systems or treatment
facilities. The orders may also extend to a prohibition on sewer
systems extensions or any additional connections in order to prevent
overtaxing of treatment plants. While not exactly the sar.e as
Section 208 of PL 92-500 the State Law has elements which could re-
quire the same type of regional approach to the water pollution
problem as provided for in the Federal Law,
(36)
3.17 Penalties^^ '
kvcj municipality which violates any provision of the Clean
Stream Law or any rule or reflation or order of the Environmental
Quality "Board is guilty of a summary offense and upon conviction is
subject to a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more
than one thousand dollars for each separate offense. Failure to
make payment of the fine could result in imprisonment for a period
of up to sixty days. A second conviction within two years of the
first subjects the violator to a fine of not less than one
hundred dollars nor more than five thousand dollars.
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All sunnary proceedings may be brought before any magistrate,
alderman or justice of the peace of the county where the offense
occurred or where the public is affected. Civil penalties, not
exceeding ten thousand dollars plus five hundred dollars for each
day of continued violation are provided for in the Law, In determin-
ing the amount of the civil penalty such factors as, willfullness of
the violation, damage or injury to the waters, cost of restoration
and other relevant factors will be considered.
3.2 Interaction of State Laws
with the Federal Law
The State of Pennsylvania Clean Streams Law is bein<^ used
as an example of one state's approach to the water pollution pro-
blem. It is not intended to imply that all state laws should be
similar to Pennsylvania's,
The interaction of State and Federal laws is of imDortance
in several areas. In the matter of standards a municipality could
be subject to both State and Federal regulations, however, the
Federal regulations must be adhered to as a minimum,
A municipality could also be required to obtain both a
State and a Federal permit for disch3.rges from a wastewater treat-
ment plant, if the State has not assumed responsibility of issuing
NPDES permits. This could be very cumbersome, both in the area
of applying for permits and in enforcement of them. It is very
possible that a municipality could have two, thjree or more people
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inspecting their treatment plant for violations.
Municipalities operating under State laws havin?^ no timetables




4.0 CONSTRUCTION. GRANT PROCESS
A major element of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972 authorized the Federal Government to award
grants to municipalities to help finance construction of waste
water treatment facilities to meet the ^oals previously stated in
Section 2,21
.
The initial step in the review of the grants program,
the process whereby a project is developed, needs to be reviewed.
Such a review will be useful in order to determine the actual
project requirements and also to provide a framework to analyze
raxinicipal, state, and federal complaints about the requirements and/
or administration of the Act,
The process described below consists of five stages of
development with Federal grants available for the facilities
planning, design, and construction stages. The facilities planning,
design and construction stages correspond to Steps 1, 2, and 3 of
the construction grants program,
ii,l Stages of Project Development
The following sections will explain the requirements of the
five stages a project goes through from its conception to final
operation. It appears that there is duplication in the review and
approval process. This duplication will be outlined in a general




During this stage the locality selects an architectural-
engineering consultant, who then holds a conference with State and
EPA personnel in order to have the facilities planning requirements
explained. Following preparation of the Step 1 application it is
submitted to the State and to EPA for review and approval. This
application is then entered on the State's project priority list
for Step 1 funding.
4.12 Facilities Planning Stage (Step l)^"^ -^
The second stage which corresponds to Step 1 of the con-
struction grant process begins with the approval of a grant by EPA
for preparaing the facility plan. The consultant usually prepares
the plan for the municipality which submits it to the State and EPA
for review and approval. The entire plan or its components must be
resubmitted until they are approved. During this stage EPA either
prepares an environmental impact statement, or declares that such
a statement is not necessary,
4.13 Design Stage (Step Zy^^'
The design stage or Step 2 in the grant process begins with
the preparation of the application for a design grant which must
be reviewed by the State and EPA. Upon selection and before a
grant is received the grantee must have signed letters of intent
from each significant industrial user to satisfy industrial cost
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recovery requirements. Additionally, the Administrator must have
determined that the grantee has adopted or will adopt a system of
user charges. Upon approval of a grant the consultant then prepares
the plans and specifications which again must be reviewed by both the
State and EPA and resubmitted until found acceptable. From a list of
completed designs the State enters projects on a priority list as
eligible for a Step 3 grant,
^.14 Construction Stage (Step 3)^ ^^
After award of a Step 3 grant the grantee advertises for
construction bids, selects a responsive low bidder and, submits all
bids to the State and EPA for approval. Upon approval the grantee
Is given authority to award a construction contract. As construction
continues the State and EPA conduct interim construction inspections
while the grantee completes his user charge and industrial cost
recovery system. IXiring this time the State and EPA approve the
Operation and Maintenance Manual. Upon project completion, final
inspection and audit, final payment is made.
(Z4-I)
k,\^ Operation and Maintenance Stage ^ ^
During this period the plant is operated and maintained by
the municipality. The user charge fee system provides funds for
continued operation and industrial cost recovery payments are
collected. Compliance monitoring is conducted along with inspections
by State and EPA to assure proper operation and compliance with the
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conditions of the plant discharge permit.
^.2 Facilities Planning Guidelines^ ^^
Full compliance with the facilities planning provisions of
the Act will be required prior to award of grant assistance for
Steps 2 or 3» To better understand the scope of the requirements
of Facilities Planniag a brief sumrnary of their content is given
below. Facilities planning which is initiated after 30 April 197^
must encompass, to the extent deemed appropriate by the Regional
Administrator, the following;
(a) a description of the treatment works to be constructed
including cost estimates;
(3) a description of the waste treatment system of which
the treatment works is a part}
(C) infiltration/inflow documentation;
(d) a cost-effectiveness analysis of alternatives for the
treatment works and treatment system which is to include:
(a) the relationship of size and capacity of the
alternative works;
(b) an evaluation of alternative flow and waste
reduction measures;
(c) an evaluation of improved effluent quality
attained by upgrading Operations and Maintenance of existing
facilities;




(e) identification ofand provision for applying the
best practicable waste treatment technology;
(f
)
an evaluation of the alternative means for disposal
of treated wastewater and sludge;
(g) an assessment of the expected environmental impact
of alternatives;
(e) copy of permit;
(F) required comments or approvals of relevant state,
interstate, regional and local agencies;
(G) suuLTAry of public hearings on the plan;
(H) statement insuring the implementing authorities have
the necessary legal, financial, institutional, and managerial
resources available to insure the construction, operation, and
maintenance of the proposed treatment works;
(l) statement that requirements of the Civil Rights Act
of 196^ have been satisfied.
^.3 Interaction of Facility Planning and
Areawide Planning
Section 208 of the Act provides for the development and
implementation of areawide waste treatment management plans. Within
these planning areas designated under Section 20R of the Act, any
facilities plans, existing or underway, should be construed as a
step toward and supplementary to the more comprehensive areawide
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plan which when completed and approved, will supersede any existing
facilities plans within that area. The intent of the areawide plan
is to provide for integrated waste treatment manageraent including
industrial and non-profit source abatement measures and regulatory-
programs as well as raunicij)al waste treatment facilities. The
municipality preparing a facility plan should furnish a copy of their
plan, upon its completion, to the designated areawide planning agency
for comments, if no approved areawide plan is yet in existence,
^.31 Delays in Implementing Areawide Plans
EPA has had difficulty in publishing final guidelines for
development and implementation of areawide waste treatment manageraent
(^3)
plans. The Act required EPA to publish areawide planning guide-
lines by 16 January 1973» however, they were not published until
14 September 1973. In its defense, EPA said that the guidelines were
not released on tine because time was required to receive responses
from state and local governments interested in planning agencies,
and because of lack of funds, ^ ^
The delayed publication of areawide planning guidelines
deferred EPA's approval of planning organizations and the preparation
and approval of areawide waste treatment management plans. Due to
these actions areawide planning regulation powers probably will
not be effectively used to control and abate water pollution until
FY 1977 or later.
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Delays were not only caused by EPA, some states were slow to
act for the following reasons :
^
(a) Sone states felt areawide planning agencies were not
needed if the state had been active in planning and implementing
a water quality program.
(3) The plans of an areawide agency were not required to
be submitted until 3 years after the agencies were designated and
this could delay abatement actions in those states,
(C) Some municipalities view areawide planning as an
encroachment on their local zoning authority which they are unwilling
to relinquish. Therefore, they might not enter into required
cooperative agreements.
(D) Designations of areawide planning agencies could
compound the problems of local cooperation and agreement because of
municipalities strong home rule attitude,
U,J2 Impact on the ^rants Program
Section 2C8 (d) requires that after approval of the areawide
plan a waste treatment management agency is to be designated and
only such designated agency can receive grants for construction of
a publicly owned treatment works within that area.
At the present time few areawide waste treatment manaLgement
plans have been londertaken, and few facilities are being proposed
in areas with areawide planning.^ -^^ In the absence of these plans




will be the principal source of planning.
This requirement for another review of the facility plan
by an areawide planning agency has the potential for causing delay
in approval of these Step 1 requirements, V^ith a single community
the problems could be many, but with an areawide approach the problems
could be multiplied many times over.
The construction grants program is being reviewed without
the constraint of areawide planning since a sufficient amount of
material is not available to provide actual experience with its
effects upon the grant program. Future reviews of the g2*ant program
will need to consider areawide planning since this concept of com-
bating water pollution could cause delay in the initial Step 1





Section 204 (b) (l) of the Act provides that after 1 March
1973» Federal grant applicants will be awarded grants only after
the Regional Adninistrator of EPA has determined that the applicant
has adopted or will adopt a system of charges to insure that each
recipient, whether municipal residents or industry, pay a proportion-
ate share of the costs of operation, maintenance and replacements
costs of treatment works. Thus, the intent of this section
could be interpreted as follows;
(a) User charge systems are intended to enable the grantee
to be financially self-sufficient with respect to maintenance and
operation of treatment works.
(3) The monitary contributions of each individual user would
be based upon their actual use of the system. The domestic users
are not to underwrite the cost of treatment for industrial users,
5,11 Ad '.^lorem Taxes
The above system of user charges seems fair and equitable,
however, there have been many problems with the method of levying
such charges. The primary stumbling block has been the use of
ad valorem (real property) taxes and industrial surcharges as
meeting the goals intended by Congress and the Act. It is estimated
that 25 percent of the ur'oanized areas of the United States are
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using ad valorem taxes as a means of recoupin'^ the user charges, ^
In areas where ad valorem taxes are used there usually is a lack
of meters to measure actual consumption, making compliance with the
Act difficult, if not impossible. Moreover, most large metropolitan
areas are not served by a single treatment plant, but by a system
of plants thus making it very difficult to determine the user
charges applicable to each plant,
5.111 Los Angeles County . In Los Angeles County, it is felt that
the only way to meet the requirements of the Act, in the absence
of ad valorem taxes, is to require the installation of sewage
meters. Such a system would require the installation of 1,200,000
sewage meters in the area of Los Angeles, This solution could
cost an astronomical sum of money,
^
One alternative considered by Los Angeles County would be to
base sewage charges on the amount of water going into each place of
use as determined from water meters. That solution, though less
costly than installing 1,200,000 meters, is estimated to cost $2
million per year in additional accounting expenses to the sanitation
districts of Los Angeles County.^ ^ The additional cost arises be-
cause a particular area may receive water from one source, but is
served by two or more snaitation districts or vice versa, fetching
up sewage output and water input could be an administrative nightmare,
5,112 Chicago. The experiences of Chicago are somewhat the same
as Los Angeles County, The metropolitan sanitary district is a
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taxin.^ body and dedicates the revenue received to the operation and
maintenance of its treatment works, but it too has problems with
the user charge requirement of the Act, In order to even try to
implement a system as Los Angeles County, to bill for sewage as
a percentage of water consumption, they estimate that 350tOOO
potable water meters would have to be installed to the currently
unmetered population. In addition to their estimated cost of $70-
$100 million for installation, another sum of $5 million annually
would be required for meter reading and billing.^ '^
One argument raised by EPA against Chicago's present system
of sewage char.?res was that an *P0,000 home contributes no more to the
waste water treatment facility than a $20,000 home, but would pay
a proportionately higher cost for the use of these facilities. The
sanitary district of Chicago argued that the cost of determining any
inequities in this particular area far outweigh the benefits to be
achieved, that is, they felt that the user charge requirement of the
Act would result in higher costs to all users, ^ Chicago contends
that the use of the ad valorem tax and an industrial surcharge does
comply with the intent of Congress in meeting the goals outlined
in 5«1 and that this system should be accepted by the Environmental
Protection Agency as being in compliance with their requirements,
5,113 '3reat Falls, Montana , In Great Falls, Montana, public
works officials are expecting a great public reaction to the fact
that water rates are going to be substantially higher when the flat
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rate method of charsiin^ for water is replaced by universal meterin.'r.




Another problem that occurs in re.^ional systems is 3;etting
all the municipalities or jurisdictions that are part of an'areawide
sewer system to conply with the user charge provision. The central
jurisdiction, the one operatin-^r the treatment plant, and the one
applyin,^ for the federal arrant, often has little leverage or control
over the actions of independent nei?hborin°' political jurisdictions.
In fact, in nany cases there may be a certain amount of friction
between them.
For example, Allegheny County Sanitary Authority serves the
city of Pittsburgh and 74 surrounding municipalities having a com-
bined population of 1,200,000, Completion of the original project
required the execution of long-term agreements with each of the
participating municipalities. This was a formidable undertaking
which involved practical, political and psychological problems
since never before had it been possible to get the elected officials
(50)
of so riany dissimilar municipalities to agree on any project.
Requirina: all communities in such a system to adopt user cb^ra-es,




During congressional hearin?:s it was discovered that in
several instances some industries have already elected to provide
their own treatment because of the technical difficulties in
workins^ out an equitable user charge system with the municipality.
After congressional hearine;s and meetine^s between affected municipal-
ities the Environmental Protection Agency on 5 April 197^ ruled
that an ad valorem tax system was an acceptable and permissible type
of user charge under the Act, provided that the distribution of
operatln.<? and maintenance costs for treatment works were shared in
proportion to the use of the system. In addition, the rulin=^
stipulated that the use of the ad valorem tax system he Dermitted
only where it had been used historically and where it could be
shown that its abandonment would be administratively difficult and
more costly than implementing another form of user charge.
The above decision was welcomed by many, however, it was
short lived. On 2 July 197^ the Comptroller 'General of the United
States ruled that an ad valorem tax for the payment of sewage
chari?es does not meet the requirements of the Federal Water Pollution
C52)
Control Act. ' In his decision the Gorantroller "General held that
the Act requires jurisdictions to ijnplement a system which will
measure, as precisely as possible, the actual amount of sewage each
user places into the collection system.
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5.1^ Con-^ressional Position on User Ghars^es
It appears tha.t the user char2;e, as specified by the
Goaptroller General's ruling was the way Congress had intended.
An amendment was brought to the floor of the House to remove this
aspect from the Act, 2y a vote of 337 to 66 the amendment was
, - ,^ , (53)defeated,
5.15 Support for Ad Valorem Taxes
Support for the use of ad valorem taxes seems widespread,
A survey by the Association of State and Interstate Water Pollution
Administrators indicates that ^6 out of 50 states support the use
(5^)
of such a tax.
The Professional Engineers in Private Practice and the
American Consult ins- Sn,gineers Council have said that Prohibition of
the ad valorem method of financing operation and maintenance has
resulted in needless delays in grant approvals, thus causing increased
construction costs.
With regard to EPA's position on the matter they favor the
use of the ad valorem taxes where charges are porportionate to
(56)
use,
5.16 Kow Non-Compliance Affects Grant Holders
In compliance with EPA regulations a regional administrator
can not pay more than 80 percent of the Federal share of any con-
struction project unless there is an approved user charge system.
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For example, in Re-rion V on 2^ March 1975 10 out of ^5 grants awarded
to 8 of 2? grantees were bein-^ held at the 80 percent level. As of
11 July 1975* there were 16 Region V grants being held at the 80
percent payraent level,
5.2 Industrial Cost Recovery
Section 20-^ (b) (1) of the Act "nrovides that after 1 hJarch
^973* Federal srrant applicants will be awarded grants only after the
applicant has rade provision for industrial users to pay the
applicant that portion of the cost of construction of the treatment
works used by such industries to the extent attributable to the
Federal share of the construction cost.
Both lar.-re and srnall municipalities have objections to
inplersentation of the cost recovery requirement,
5.21 Opinions on the Cost Recovery Requirement
In the larger urban areas the feelin;T is that multiriunicipal
or regional treatment plants hiave proven more economical and a
better solution to water pollution problems. To r?.ake the approach
work it is necessary that waste water be collected from all sources.
The requirement that industries repay a portion of the federal
grant is creating a paperwork nightmare. The cost recovery require-
ment can cause a break up of regional projects as shown by the




5.211 New York State . New York State opposes industrial cost
(57)
recovery since:
(a) The cost recovery requirement represents double taxation.
(3) Pretreatiaent regulations require dischargers to treat
discharges of incompatible pollutants to a municipal sjrstem. In
essence industry could pay for both pretreatraent facilities and for
repayment of the federal share of the capital costs.
(C) Industries receive tax breaks as incentives to abate
pollution in their own facilities.
(D) Only the largest municipalities have the kind of staff
needed to collect and account for funds in this type of system.
(S) It may be impossible to even identify industrial sources
contributing to the municipal system.
(F) Repa^Tnent of capital costs is a business expense and
gets added to the cost of consumer goods.
The requirement, as seen by New York State, fails to
recognize that Industries are tax-paying citizens of local, state
and federal scovemraents and as such should be accorded the same
benefits of financial assistance as residential users.
5.212 Denver . This same theme is echoed by the Manager of the
Metropolitan Denver Sewage Disposal District, Mr. W. E, Korbitz.
He states th^at additional accounting costs will occur and any
cLdditional costs will be passed on to the consumer, thus any





Further any intent to eliminate the discrimination a-^ainst
industries which are not connected to public sewer systems does not
appear proper because the total municipal construction ^rant pro-am
does discriminate against private citizens who are not connected to
(59)public sewer systems,
5.213 Chica.'^o . Chicago also objects to some facets of the re?mlations,
Their primary objection is industrial cost recovery on an individual
plant and funded project basis, Because of the complexity and size
of their system and the larf^e number of fprants needed to complete the
required facilities it would be impossible to comply with the require-
ments. They contend the re'^ulation, if required for each individ-
ual industrial company of which there are 9t^00, would require daily
redistribution of the cost recovery assessment among the companies for
each of the many Federal grants received. Industries within the system
are continually changing; that is, going in or out of business, or re-
locating with the Sanitary System. The feeling of the Metropolitan
Sajiitary District of greater Chicago is that the logical manner of cost
recovery would be to treat all industry as a class, "^ This would be
accomplished by getting total industrial waste loadings from all in-
dustrial sources to all plants within the system and the cost recovery
ajnoung and chiarging industry, as a class, in proportion of their load
to the total load.
5,21^ Association of Metror)olitan Sewer Agencies , The Association
of Metropolitan Sewer Agencies agreed with the remarks
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made by Chicago. Their concern is with the accountin?^ complexity
and administrative cost of industrial cost recovery covering projects
which include many industries during various time intervals. They
urge that each individual municipal agency be permitted to determine
its own basis for industrial cost recovery whether on a systerowide
basis, project by project or some combination of the two, as long
(62)
as valid reasoning is oehind the plan proposed,
(63)
5.215 St, Louis . Vx, G, B. Koiser, Jr., General Counsel of
the Metropolitan St, Louis Sewer District expressed some thousrhts
on situations where cost recovery could have an impact on cities
located directly on the river. If a system was starting new it would
be hard to convince industries that they should invest in the cost
of interceptors and pump stations when they have land available
and could economically treat their wastewater, and then discharge
it into the river, St, Louis feels that industry would utilize
the lower capital cost rather than the higher operating:: costs be-
cause such costs could be written off their taxes.
Furthermore, by forcing industries out of a municipal system
the result would be an increased number of outlets into rivers that
would not be under the municipality's control. Twenty outlets into
a river cannot be monitored for 2^ hours a day as could be done if
all the discharges ran throu5;h the municipal plant, Mr, Koiser
believes that industrial cost recovery may be forcins: industry out
of municipal systems because they have to provide a letter of
intent that they plan to stay in the system, and they may move

^7
out of town in a few years. If they noved out of the town in
the future, the industry mi'^ht be required to continue paying
their portion of the treatment plant costs,
5.216 Various Comnunities* Views , '/^ith re.^ard to smaller communities
the problem could be even more critical as it could create an economic
hardship. Some small towns have one or two industries that employ
lar^e proportions of the town's population. The city fathers are
fearful that the industrial recovery requirement of the Act may force
Industry to leave, thereby causin.^ severe economic problems. This is
the case in Woonsocket, Rhode Island where the town has two industries
(6^)
and is tryinf^ to solve the industrial cost recovery requirement.
Mr. M. Smith of the en^ineerin?r firm of Jones and Henry in
Toledo, Ohio and past president of the Consulting En?;ineer's of
Ohio expressed fears that some communities have si?;ned aprreements
that they will institute an industrial cost recovery pro.^ram, but
they do not understand what they are doin^; and the commitment they
are makins: on behalf of their industries. Mr. Smith remarked that the
city of Pontiac, Michigan has signed stipulations that leneral Motors
will use Fontiac's system, but Mr, Smith does not believe Pontiac
impressed upon general Motors the consequences. Until General
Motors must pay their share, he feels they will not fully comprehend
the agreement.
5.217 SPA Action on Cost Recovery Charges . In a program guidance




5.3 Impoundment of Fund
The 1972 Act authorized EPA to allocate $18 billion to the
states; $5 billion, $6 billion and $7 billion for fiscal years 1973,
197^ and 1975 respectively, to finance the Federal Governments share
of the construction cost of publicly owned sewage treatment plants.
On 22 November 1972 President Nixon instructed EPA to allocate
$5 billion, $2 billion for fiscal year 1973 and $3 billion for fiscal
year I97^f which amounted to holding back $6 billion of the originally
authorized amount. On 1 January 197^ the President again instructed
EPA to allocate only $^ billion of the $7 billion authorized for
fiscal year 1975* 3oth actions amounted to an impoundment of $9
billion of the total of $18 billion authorized. ^^^)
On 18 February 1975 a unanimous decision of the Supreme Court
stated that there was no basis for denying funds to the states
at the allotment stage, ^ '
5.31 Effect on Construction Grant Process
The impoundment of construction funds poses some interesting
legal questions; the important point to be considered, however, is did
it slow up the construction grants program? An argument used by the
Federal Government in defense of the impoundment was that funds
could not be spent any faster because an insufficient number of
(6P>)
projects were ready to begin. Sections 5»311 and 5.312 will
look at this argument from both the state and EPA*s viewpoint.
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5.315 States' Estimates . Durin,'^ hearings by the House Subcommittee
on Investigations and a review of the Committee on Public Works
in the House of Representatives on 7 February 197^ several states
testified on the impact of impoundment. The following are statements
made by the states regarding projects they felt were ready for
(69. 70)
funding!
(a) New York claimed that I56 projects had met the require-
ments of the Act and were ready for grants. The costs were estimated
at $1.22 billion, while actual allocations to New York for FY 73-7^
were $553 million.
(3) Pennsylvania claimed 311 projects costs $495 million
had plans and specifications and were ready for construction. Actual
allocations to Pennsylvania were $271 million for FY 73-7^.
(C) ':;eorgia claimed I50 applications worth $175 million
were ready for funding, while actual allocations to 'Georgia were
$49 million for FY 73-7^.
(D) Texas claimed 135 porjects worth $200 million were
ready for funding. Actual allocations to Texas were $139 million
for FY 73-74.
A conclusion from the above is that impoundment of funds
did have a serious effect on the construction grants program. A survey
taken by the Association of State and Interstate U'ater Pollution
Control Administrators indicated that on 1 January 197^, 33 of 50
states who replied, had 449 project applications in the regional
(71)
offices, which in their judgments met existing requirements.
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5.312 SPA Estimates . For the record EPA provided data which
challenged the states contentions. EPA provided data (summarized
in Table 5-1) showing the status of applications on 28 February 1974.
Table 5-1^"^^^
Applications at Regional Office









































A comparison of the data contained in Table 5-1 a-^d the
data of Section 5.311 leaves some questions as to who is telling
the truth. This comparison raises the issue that a bona fide
ongoing, ready-to-go application in state language, does not seem
to be one in EPA language. Moreover, what may have been considered
a project ready to be funded from the states point of view may not
yet have been submitted for funding to EPA. Mr. J. Rhett Deputy
Assistant Administrator for V/ater Programs operations stated that
failure to comply with infiltration/inflow requirements was the main
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In a GAO Report concerning Implementation of the 1972 Act,
six states were reviewed as to the impact of impoundment. Of the
six states: California, Illinois, Michi£;an, New Jersey, New York
and Ohio, the report states that only in New York, did the investi-
gation identify projects ready for construction that could have been
(73)funded if funds had not been impounded,^ ^'
The report concluded that this impoundment did have a
significant negative effect on cleaning up pollution in New York
State.
5.^ Program Management at EPA
The EPA has looked at the performance of the construction
grants programs and has indicated areas where improvements could
be made. This section will look at the Management of the construction
grants program by the Environmental Protection Agency, The develop-
ment stage of each phase of a project is the most important because
it is the point at which the most influence can be exerted,
5,^1 Facility Planning Stage
Some of the major elements of the grants program such as
infiltration/inflow analysis and environmental assessments are
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encountered during this period. An EPA report has brou-^ht out
several deficiencies:
(a) All feasible alternatives have rarely been examined;
and if they have, EPA has not insisted on documentation and early
rejection.
(3) Operational inprovement of the existing facilities has
often been ignored,
(C) Economic comparison of alternatives has often been in-
complete or lacking,
(D) Operation and maintenance aspects of treatment works have
often been cuxsory,
(F) The impact of the facility on growth has been overlooked,
(j) Environmental and social impacts traditionally have
not been adequately considered.
The report noted a wide variation among EPA's regional offices
on what is considered an acceptable facilities planning document. Soa©
Regions have accepted minimal documentation, while in other cases
a concerted effort is made to obtain facilities plans as outlined
in Section 4,2. In this area the report recommends that due to
the complexity of facilities planning; to s^rantees, consultants, and
the states, ZFA should hold a planning conference to fully describe
all necessary requirements; this would, of necessity, be tailored to
the size and complexity of the project, EPA participation in state
held conferences in the past has varied from 100 percent to sel-
(75)
dom. Moreover, having EPA personnel who are versed in the
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requirenents of the pro.-^ram available for consultation could
help avoid delays since those doins the plannini? would understand
the requirements,
5,42 Design Stage
The report contends the Ref^ional Offices are doing; an
adequate job in the reviews of both the technical and administrative
aspects of project plans and specifications. However, several
(76)
recommendations were y<aAe to improve the process
;
(a) As in the facilities plannin.": sta.te conduct face to
face conferences to ensure all requirements are understood,
(b) Review industry letters of intent and rrantees
commitnent to and schedule for developing- a user charq;e and
industrial cost recovery system,
(C) Monitor prosress in implementation of the user char2;e/
industrial cost recovery system.
The above process should help avoid some delays in the
approval process and avoid some of the user charf^e/industrial cost
recovery problems as described in section 5»1» In essence, the
report recomrriends thiat EPA have a'/ailable for consultation personnel
trained in municipal finance and in utility rate systems in order




In a report presented to EPA administrator, Russel E, Train,
a task force listed several problem areas it discovered in conducting?
(75)interviews with construction prolan officials:
(a) Regions are receiving confusin?^ guidance from a numher
of headquarters sources in various forms. Some mechanisms must be
devised to -Tive the re?^ions a clear understanding of which items
are mandatory and which are discretionary.
(b) Some regions expressed a need for guidance and a
clarification of standards of acceptablility in such areas as
reserve capacity and infiltration/inflow analysis,
(C) A major problem is inadequate manpower at the state
level. Moreover the problem is compounded since some states have
hiring freezes.
(D) I-Iany smaller communities use FHA loans to finance their
local share of project costs; the result is additional work and
delays because of duplicative FR.\ requirements,
(E) The Municipal Construction Division does not have
all the necessary management and analytical skills necessary to
cairy out the program.
(F) The functional responsibilities between the I^uniciral
Construction Division and other headquari^ers officers should be
clarified.
Another report contends that guidance from EPA headquarters
has not been adequate; regulations and policy guidance have been
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delayed and when they are available, they often cannot meet the
complexities experienced in the field. Since policy flows frora
various headquarters sources, guidance is sonetimes viewed by
the re.Tions as contradictory and thus subject to varied interpre-
(77)
tations.
The problea areas discussed above are of a q-eneral nature ;
in order to discuss the problem in a nore concrete form
Table 5-2 is presented to show the number of people involved
in the issuance of re2;ulations and guidelines. The section on
delays in issuance of reirulations will be used in Section 6.0
which discusses the effects problems have had on the o plication
of construction arants.
In conclusion, EPA discovered tha.t the construction srants
pro?"ram is really 10 separate programs nvanas:ed by EPA's 10 Re?rional
Offices,
5,44 Application Processing
The task force report concludes that problems in application
(75)
processing are attributable to:
(a) delays caused by late issuance of guidelines;
(3) the handling of the program in a crisis type of
atmosphere;





Delays in Issuance of Selected Reflations
Statutory Time Period for Time for
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270 days 513 days
0-vHM - Office of i^fater and Hazardous Materials
O^/TPO - Office of Water Pra^rran Operations




0PM - Office of Planning and Management
OA - Office of Audit
GAD - Grants AdTiinistration Division
OEGC - Office of Enforcement and General Counsel
OGC - Office of General Counsel
GCGAD - General Counsel, Grants Administration Division
OwTS - Office of Water Planning and Standards
WPO - Water Planning Division
Best practicable waste treatment technology.
5.5 Infiltration/Inflow
Section 201 (g) (3) of the Act states that the administrator
will not approve any grant after 1 July 1973 for treatment works
unless the applicant shows to the satisfaction of the administrator
that each sewer collection discharging into the treatment works is
not subject to excessive infiltration.
Infiltration/inflow into sewer systems is not a recent
phenomenon; its occurrence is as old as the first sewer system.
Since infiltration/inflow may play a major role in overtaxing
collection and treatment systems, more emphasis has recently been
focused on the problem. It now must be considered in order to
obtain funding under the 972 Act.
5.51 Definition of Infiltration/inflow
The Act defines excessive infiltration/inflow as that
quantity of extraneous water which can be economically eliminated
from a sewer system by rehabilitation as determined by a cost
effective analysis. The analysis compares the costs for correcting
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versus costs for transporting: and treat in.=^ the infiltration/inflow,
5.52 Need for Sllnination of Infiltration/inflow
Infiltration/inflow is now recognized as a substantial portion
of sewer overflow. There is a need to eliminate infiltration/inflow
(79)
and unless it is eliminated the followin.<^ results could occur:
(a) a reduction in the carryin.^ capacity of the sewer system;
(3) a reduction in the desi^ capacity of the wastewater
treatment facilities;
(C) an increase in operation and maintenance costs since
wastewater is treated that does not need to be treated.
5.53 Problems of Performing Infiltration/inflow Analysis
Durini^ Con=rressional hearin.^s on the Act, Mr, C, 3, Koiser,
President of the Association of Metropolitan Sewer Aorencies indicated
that completion of infiltration/inflow analysis, required as a con-
dition for fundin?^ was causing consternation among the associations
members. Infiltration/inflow analysis was considered an ambitious
(f.2)
and tLme consuming undertaking for most municipalities.
In order to perform a meaningful cost-effective analysis, the
data of the infiltration/inflow analysis must be reliable. The
inadequacy and general lack of historical data on excessive in-
filtration/inflow nakes the cost-effective anlaysis difficult unless
a long-range program of infiltration/inflow monitoring is put into
effect. ^ If such flow data must be obtained before the analysis
can be done, the performance of infiltration/inflow analysis will
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slow down the ^rant pro-am. In addition, the study must cover a
period of six months in order to include periods of hi^hs:roundwater
level and low groundwater level. ^ ^ The Association does not
quarrel with the benefits to be achieved by the pro-am: they be-
lieve, however, that this rigorous requirement should not be a
condition precedent to receivin.^ Federal funds.
5.5^ EPA Action
The Act requires that the municipality must satisfy the
re-^ional administrator that the system is not subject to excessive
infiltration/inflow before receiving Step 2 or Step 3 construction
^ants.
Publication of construction ^ant regulations on 11 February
197^1 has administratively eased the burden on municipalities. The
regional administrator can now make a determination that infiltration
is not a problem by accepting state certification to that effect.
Moreover, the regulations now permit exceptions such that if a
community is sub.iect to excessive infiltration, it may be awarded
Step 2 or Step 3 grants provided, as a special condition in the
grant agreement, the community agrees to complete the sewer system
evaluation and will carry out any resulting rehabilitation on an
accepted implementation schedule. The problem seems to have eased
after the publication of these grant regulations: the requirements
for infiltration/inflow analysis, however, had caused problems
before the issuance of these regulations and its effect on
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construction grants obligations will be discussed in Section 6.0,
3,6 Secondary Treatment
The final determination as to secondary treatment has been
previously defined in Section 2,211. The definition of secondary
treatment and its application nationwide has caused complaints,
because some communities, looking at a variety of local circumstances,
consider it wasteful and excessive, A few of the areas mentioned
most often as needing greater flexibility aret ^ ^
(a) deep ocean outfalls;
(B) year-round chlorination;
(C) small communities,
5,61 Deep Ocean Outfalls
An example of the condition of deep ocean outfalls, could
be the Seattle, Washington area. The area has argued that the
receiving water from their treatment plant did not require secondary
treatment when it entered into Puget sound. They believe that they
should treat the water beyond primary treatment but not secondary-
treatment.
EPA has issued a Step 1 grant to the City of Seattle to fully
evaluate what the impact would be on the receiving water of not only se-
condary treatment but also other levels different than secondary treat-
ment. ^^^^ SPA stresses that judgements in this area would have to be
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on a case by case basis after a cort.'nunity has fully evaluated the
situation. There rrvay be instances when treatment less than secondary
treatment may be acceptable if the results would not violate water qual-
ity standards or interfere with the beneficial use of that water.
5.62 Year-Round Chlorination
Some communities contend that chlorination on a year round
basis is very expensive and at times not needed. Here, too, SPA
feels that each treatment plant would have to be looked at on a
case by case 'oasis to insure th3.t the disch^r?;es would not violate
water quality and bacterial problems would not occur,
5.63 Small Communities
A strict definition and enforcement of secondary treatment
could have a marked effect on small comm.unities. Many small
communities in the 1,000 to ^,000 population range utilize stabili-
(82)
zation ponds to treat their wastes. Requirements for more
sophisticated type plants will use more electricity, require
equipment and cause sharply higher operations, maintenance and
monitoring costs to communities where secondary treatment may not
be necessary to maintain water quality.
In conversations with Mr. A, Hall, Chief of the Planning
section, Pittsburgh Regional Department of Environm.ental resources
he indicated that some flexibility should be given in the area of
strict requirement of secondary treatment. For example, some areas
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within the region which have only primary treatment, dischar<^e
into streams that are so polluted by acid mine drainage from
abandoned mines that requiring these communities to have secondary
treatment would be a waste of money,
5,7 State Participation
Section 101 (b) of the Act states that it is the policy of
the Congress to recognize, preserve and protect the primary re-
sponsibilities and rights of states to prevent, reduce and eliminate
pollution of water resources,
5,71 Duplication of Effort
A review of Section 3,0, the Glean Streams Law of Pennsylvania,
shows that this law requires that project documents be submitted for
state approval whether or not a municipality is applying for a
federal grant. In states where state funding for construction of
waste water treatment works is provided, state approval of the project
documents must be received in order to receive state funding.
Additionally, all projects must appear on a state priority list in
order to receive federal funding.
There are also various levels of review of a project submitted
for federal funding and these are outlined in Sections ^.1 and 4-, 3,
This review of priojects by many levels of government can be con-
sidered a time consuming effort and a misuse of available manpower.
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5.72 Position of States on Delegation of Powers
The states have long been proponents of assuming more
responsibility and authority in the construction grants program,
Kr, Webb of the Association of State and Interstate Water Pollution
Control Administrators stated that even though certain responsibilities
are delegated to the states by the regional office of EPA or by
Washington, there is still close monitoring of projects by the govern-
ment. In essence, Washington must review everything done by the states
and this results in a duplication of effort, Mr. Webb further asks,
"To what degree of finality can a state act?"^^^^
Mr, D, Metzler, Deputy Commissioner for Environmental Quality,
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation urged that
real delegation of authority be granted to the states. He felt
that what the program needed was a sense of trust in people on the
state and local levels.
Mr. 3. Bendy, Executive Officer of the State Water Resources
Control Board said that delegation of powers to state agencies will
encourage EPA to eliminate duplication of effort in the grants
(85)program.^ -^'
A survey taken by the Association of State and Interstate Water
Pollution Administrators showed that ^5 out of 50 state administrators
supported more delegation of authority to the states, 3 states opposed
such delegation of authority and 2 did not respond.^ ''
In testimony before Congress Mr. S. L. Warrington, President
of the Water Pollution Control Federation stated that the federation

6i^
supported increased delegation of authority and responsibility to the
states. He cautioned that in order for such delegation of authority
to succeed it must be implemented in a spirit of mutual trust between
the states and the federal government,^ '
The Professional Engineers in Private Practice and the
American Consulting Engineers Coijncil believe that part of the
administrative tangle of the Act would be relieved by delegating
certain administrative responsibilities to state agencies which have
(88)
been certified by the EPA Administrator, '
Mr, M, jray, Water Pollution Control Administrator for the
State of Kansas, stated that he was seriously considering proposing
that the Kansas legislature abolish the state laws dealing with the
requirements of waste water treatment plants and let the program
revert to the Federal Government since the taxpayers were not
receiving their monies worth due to the existing duplication. ^' ^-^
5,73 Present Delegation Actions by EPA
The Grants Administration Division conducted a study to examine
the extent of duplicative reviews by state and EPA regional personnel
as part of the review process for waste water facilities grants. The
objective of this study was to determine whether or not duplication did
exist, and if it did, could the use of delegation of certain review
functions to state agencies by means of a certification process elim-
inate portions of the duplication. The study demonstrated that:^^ '
(a) many state and EPA reviews of applications are duplicative;
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(b) some states are capahle and willin? to accept more
responsibility for reviews;
(C) acceptance of reviews ty qualified states is feasible
and le?al.
The study concluded that elimination of duplication wouldj
(a) allow res;ional administrators freedom to direct -oersonnel
to other tasks;
(3) shorten the time required for processine; construction
srant applications.
5.7^ EPA Order 1270.3
This order delegates authority to regional administrators
to execute written agreements with states for certification of the
adequacy of documents relating to waste water treatment facility
grant applications in lieu of Federal review. Each regional
administrator was deleiiated the authority to execute written
agreements with the states for certification by the state on the
technical and/or administrative adequacy of operations and main-
tenance manuals, plans and specifications, and bid and contract
docu:r.ents. The a-?;reejr.ents are to be based on the follow in2- minimum
conditions:
(a) The state must:
(a) h3ve formally adopted written desi-'m criteria;





(c) have leral authority to rrake the a.=T:eenent,
(3) The azreer.ent nust:
(a) "be In vritin^;
(b) be for a sT^ecific period off *^tlnie;
(c) define responsibilities of each rarty;
(d) contain renewal continuation and termination
terms and conditions;
(e) reserve the ri~ht for E?A to review state
deterainaticns with respect to arbitrary action, fraud, and .^ross
error.
5.7^ Participation
As of 30 Noveni-er 19^^, 2- states h^d been ^ranted the
authoritv to review plans and specifications and creration and
maintenance nanuals and £?A expected the nuni'er to Lncrease to
(76)
35 to U.Q by the end of 1975.
The order essentiall;/ describes a process whereb\r EFA would
dele^3.te the review functions to the states and would expect to
exercise its appro\'al resnonsibilities "^ased on the recei-nt of
certifications of adequacy prera.re-d and submitted by the reviewing
state a~ency.
5.76 Success of ZPA Order 127C.3
In o'uly, 197^, EPA completed a brief study of the status and
success of delegations. The study fo^ond that the dele^utions of
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plans arid specifications and opera.tions and naintenance r.anuals,v




(C) improved administration of the program;
(D) received the support of the state and regional
staff involved,
5.77 Limitations of the Present Act
Under Title II of FL 92-500 SPA cannot delesrate the
authority to actually award ^rants, make payments or approve a
variety of documents, including; facilities plans, plans and
specifications, operation and maintenance manuals, and user
(93)
ch.arge/industrial cost recovery sy terns,
5.7s Concessional Action
H, R, 7^18 sponsored by James Cleveland introduced on 22
fay 1975 proposes to allow the EPA Administrator to delec;ate many
present EPA responsibilities to the states. For example, state could
review facility plans, including environmental assessments, cost-
effectiveness studies, infiltration/inflow analysis, project plans and
suecifications, and bidding procedures. The bill would authorize the
reserving of 2 -Dercent of the allocation to each state for each fiscal
foil)
year to increase the administrative capacity of the state, ^^'^
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The EPA has given its support to the bill and is setting; up
a task force to draft and review regulations concerning implementation
of the bill's proposed state certification program. ^95) This bill
does not relieve SPA of the responsibilities of preparing the Environ-
mental Impact Statements as required by the National Environmental
Policy Act/^^^
5,79 Constraints
Whatever method is used to expand delegation to the states
two principal factors affect its success:
(a) The ability of the states to attract and keep qualified
personnel capable of performing these functions,
(3) The need to provide finanacial support to the states
to perform these delegations.
5.8 Environmental Integrity
5. 81 Requirements
One component of a Facilities Plan (Step 1 of the grant
process) is an Environmental assessment of the impact of the alter-
natives being considered for the treatment works.
The EPA independently reviews the adequacy of the environmental
assessment included in the facilities plan to determine whether the
proposed project is likely to result in some significant impact on the
environment. If EPA determines there will be no impact, it files
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what Is called a negative delcaration, supported by the applicants
facility plan and an environmental impact appraisal describing the
work and findings of EPA's review.
If EPA determines that there will be an impact, it prepares
and distributes a letter of intent notifying the public that it will
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), A public hearing
is held to discuss the environmental aspects of the proposed project.
Followin.g this EPA prepares the EIS and circulates the draft to
all relevant Federal, state and local government agencies as well
as any interested groups and private citizens. These parties are
allowed 30 days for review and written comments with I5 additional
days upon request. Utilizing the comments received EPA prepares the
final EIS and files it with the council on Environmental Quality.
EPA is then required to wait an additional 30 days before taking any
action on the project. ^-^ ^
5.82 State Experiences
New York State feels that municipalities have been able to
work within the regulations, the major impact of the requirement has
been a loss of time. The requirement for a complete EIS could
possibly delay construction of a project from 9 to 12 months and if
and EIS appears imminent it should be developed as early as possible, \°'^-'
The State of Kansas did have two major projects held up by requirements
for an Environmental Impact Statement, one for a period of two years.
The State of South Carolina did not have any instances of cases being
held up by environmental assessments, however, they have experienced
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some delays due to coiapllance with the public participation require-
ment of the Act. It seems that during the required hearings for
the facility plan the discussions from the public involved not environ-
mental considerations, but zoning requirements. The objections of
citizens are not tb^t the facility is going to degrade the environment,
but because they don*t want it located in a particular area.^" ^
Massachusetts did not have any problems with the requirements of the
Act, Their coiTL-nents were similar to South Carolina's, namely, questions
asked at hearings were not concerned with protecting the environment,
but rather a question of zoning. Vx, A. Hall of the Pittsbursrh Region
Department of Environmental Resources echoed the comments presented
above that the public participation in the Environmental Impact process
has caused delays in processing grant applications.
One other concern was that the cost of and time spent at
public hearings can become quite burdensome, ^°9) During Congressional
hearings it was called to the attention of the Congressment that EPA
had awarded a $217,000 grant to a Conservation Foundation to operate
a series of courses across the county to explain citizens participation
in the environment. ^^^^)
5,83 Internal SPA Review
During an internal review ^3 negative declarations filed by
nine regional offices were reviewed. None of them were found to have
consistently good documentation. None of the ^3 negative declar-
ations could be justified on the "oasis of documentation above,
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however, it was possible the regions decisions could be justified
on the basis of additional inforTration held in their office,^ '
Another part of the review sa'^gested that EPA should try-
to develop a set of objective threshold criteria for use in specify-




Dissatisfaction with the construction grants program of
PL 92-500 h^s been expressed by many. It has been said that the
nations clean water program has been and is being emasculated by an
almost unbelievable proliferation of administrative red tape, a
fantastic maze of baffling guidelines, burgeoning regulations, be-
wildering paperwork, and ever-changing directives} all these have
brought the prcgrara to a virtual halt,^ -^^ This appears to be an
exaggerated statement, but, nevertheless, is the feeling of many who
have dealt with the grant program. Section 5«0 dealt with several
problems associated with the implementation of the construction grants
program from the perspective of what problems a community faced when
trying to comply with the Act and implement its regulations. This
section will b'jild upon the problems by introducing the timeframes
when regulations became effective and discussing the effect of these
regulations on the obligation of funds.
6,1 EPA Administration of the Law
6.11 EPA Work Load
It has been said that the program envisioned by PL 92-500
is the largest federal construction program in history,^ ^^ Various
requirements of the Act have had an effect on the federal workload.
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Totals $58.4 $26.1 $32.3
3ased on data published by the Department of Commerce and by EPA;
all values converted to 1972 dollars through use of EPA's sewera2;e
construction cost indices and the discontinued Associated General
Contractor's Index of Construction Costs.
Estimated funds required to "replace" existing facilities, rather
than add new capacity. Computed at a rate of 2 percent of sewers
and 4 Dercent for plants, based on estimates of the relative weights
of each in each period.
In order to further determine the impact the new funding
levels would have on EPA, Table 6-2 shows the Federal Contribution







































































Funds obligated in any fiscal year may include funds appropriated
in prior years,
4 Includes supt)lenental appropriations of $657,000 in 1958,
$1,816,000 in 1959, SI, 101, 000 in I96O, and $645,260 in I96I.
Contract authority (method of funding changed from authorized
appropriation to contract authority by 1972 Act.)
44 Amount of contract authority released by Presidential action.








Table 6-1 is shown in 1972 dollars whereas Table 6-2 is not.
If Table 6-2 were brought to 1972 dollars it could be assumed that
the Federal share of costs would be greater than a straight comparison
of the two tables in their present form.
















Since the inception of the program in 1956 the Federal
Government has obligated $13.^ billion for the construction and
expansion of more than 18,700 projects. From Tables 6-2 and 6-3
it can be seen that in 1975 E?A obligated 4,1 billion with 595 program
personnel, in I968 they obligated $.2 billion with 320 people. This
indicates that personnel did not increase as rabidly as the dollar
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amount of work has. The 1972 Act is more complex and tine consuming;
to administer than previous laws. This complexity and manpower short-
age is one reason for the initial slowness in startin.^ up the ^ants
pro;?ram and pronpted some participants in concessional hearin.'rs to
say that although the old laws did not encompass as much as the new
one at least the old laws worked.
As of 30 September 197^ EPA had 4399 active projects of which
1873 were for PL 92-500 fundin:?, ^^^"^^ As of 30 September 1975
EPA had 6425 active projects for waste water construction srrants,
4415 of these were for PL 92-500 funding and 2010 were for PL 84-660
(10^)
fundin?, ^ EPA estimates that during fiscal year 1976 they
(109)
will have 8,300 active projects.^ '
The difficult start up period apiiarently has passed and to
help insure smooth running in the future Russel 2, Train, EPA
Administrator, recently announced that there would be 300 additional
personnel on the construction grants staff; with these additional
personnel EPA would have a total of 1007 to support the construction
grants effort,
6,12 Obligations
During committee hearings a major point raised by both
members of Congress and witnesses was that grants were not getting
to the people fast enough. For the big dollar figures and grand
promises the Act was not producing the dramatic results it was
supposed to. Table 6-4 is presented, to show the obligations
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Bade by SPA for the construction of waste water works. Obligations
are those monies reserved for a nunicipality for accomplishment of
work whether for the feasibility, desi^ or construction sta-^e of
the project.
Table 6-4 (112)
V/aste Water Treatment \'orks Obligations
(Million Dollars)
Month 1972 1973 1974 1975
Jan. - - 30.8 219.0
Feb. - 283.7 6o.i^ 138.1
Mar. - 218,.0 29.1 291.9
Apr, -
.3 31.0 129.2
fey - 32,.4 178.0 666.3
Jun. 1,,063,.5 8R3.O 1.343.3
July - 127,.4 81.5 223.6
kus. - .4 169.1 309.5
Sept. - 6!.2 194.0 226.5
Oct. •> 7..1 205.7 —
Nov. - 1..8 143.6 -
Dec. — 17..2 134.8 -
Fiscal Year Monthly Average
1972
1973 319.6 ( 5 months)
1974 114.4 (12 Ronths)
1975 309.7 (12 months
)








Monthly Average over 32 months 232,7
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A review of Table 6-4 points out that except- for Feb., March
and June of 1973 and Kay and June of 197^ the level of obligations was
virtually nonexistent. During the first 21 months a basic factor
behind the low overall level of obligations was the absence or slow-
ness of regulations. For example, the notice of proposed definition
of secondary treatment was published on 30 April 1973 and finalized
on 17 August 1973 with revisions. Title II interim grant regulations
were published on 28 February I973t however, the final regulations were
not published until 11 February 197^ almost one whole year later.
Included in the 28 February 1973 interim regulations were requirements
that for projects approved after 1 July 1973 an infiltration/inflow
analysis would have to be performed in order to determine if excessive
flow existed in the system. Individual effects of some of these
problem areas will be discussed later,
6,121 Tir.e Frane of Payment , Under PL 84-660, the predecessor to
PL 92-500, obligations were front end loaded, 3y this process the
entire funding for a project was made available when the initial
stage of the project was approved, PL 92-5OO restructured the
grants program to provide separate Step 1 (Facilities Planning),
Step 2 (Design) and Step 3 (Construction) grants. 3y the use of
this process the major obligation of funds would occur at the end
of the project.
Also included in the regulations were provisions for awarding
combination grants for preparing plans and specifications and
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constructing the facility (Step 2+3 grants).
Step 2 4 3 grants were awarded on the basis of one or more
of three criteria specified in EPA regulations:^ ^^
(a) water quality enforcement considerations;
(3) serious public health problems;
(C) administrative efficiency.
This policy was ch3.11en=^ed by some in Congress, In
reply SPA explained that Step 2+3 awards were needed because;^ ^
(a) some communities require firm assurance of the Federal
assistance before they can initiate local actions to obtain non-
federal project funds;
(3) relatively high administrative costs would be incurred
if low-dollar grant awards were processed through separate project
steps;
(C) there would be a time savings;
(D) a strong interest by some states in retainin-^ this type
of grant.
On 1 July 19?^ the Comptroller 'General told EPA that the
regulations were inconsistent with Congressional intent and should
be revised to preclude step 2+3 grants.
The above is not a reason for the delay in awarding the
monies of the Act, but is a partial answer to some critics who claimed
that obliscations should be higher.
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6.122 Lack of 'luidelines . During much of the firs-t twelve months
interim Title II <^rant regulations were in force under which obliga-
tions could be made, grantees and the states generally understood that
final regulations were imminent. Many prospective grantees and states
elected to hold back on development of applicatios, infiltration/
inflow analysis, environmental assessments, and other documents
until they could be sure of what the final rules would be. Unfortun-
ately, this waiting period was constantly extended and, hence, it is
why rany states, municipalities and organizations expressed their
displeasure with the Act, Finally on 11 February 197^ the final
regulations were issued, resulting in renewed activity on the part of
grantees and states and increased obligations in Kay and June 197^»
the first significant period of obligations in over a year,
6.123 User Charges /Lndustrial Cost Recovery , The effect of two
statutory provisions, tha.t of user charge and industrial cost recovery,
will be discussed as to their effect on obligations. In Sections
5,1 and 5,2 a more detailed analysis is made on the effect of
user charges and industrial cost recovery on grantees.
Section 2C-^ (b) (l) of the Act requires that the grantee
adont user charges and industrial cost recovery systems on all
projects awarded after 1 ^!arch 1973. In order to preclude a rush
of applications before the 2 March 1973 deadline, EPA established
stringent criteria for selecting projects for funding:^
(a) projects would be jeopardized if funding were delayed
after 1 March 1973 because of withdrawal of industrial sources which
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were cont-nitted to the municipal treatnient service;
(3) projects where the applicants had plans and specifications
ready for bidding.
Some problems associated with the determination of what is
a project ready to be funded have been discussed in Section 5.3»
On 28 February and 1 y^rch 1973 EPA awarded ^3 grants totaling about
$501 million before it published proposed user charge and industrial
cost recovery regulations on 22 Va.y 1973» Final guidelines were
published on 21 August 1973» The Act required EFA to publish these
guidelines by I6 April 1973.
6.12^ Infiltration/inflow . Section 201 (g) (3) requires tr^t the
grantee perform infiltration/inflow analysis on all grants awarded
after 1 July 1973. Between 22 Vja.y and 1 July 1973 additional require-
ments were enacted which established a new state priority system and
required the assurance that excess infiltration/inflow was not present
in the sewer system. These actions placed a heavy burden on state
agencies in preparing grant proposals and on EPA in reviewing and
ap-oroving srant applications before the 1 July 1973 deadline. In
recognizing the problem and realizing the burdens imposed^ EPA extended
the deadline for complying with additional requirements to 31 July 1973
for those applications received prior to 1 July 1973. Officials in
some states indicated that shortages of personnel limited the number
of aTDrtlications they were able submit,^ -^ From 22 May to 1 August
1973 EPA awarded 579 grants totaling approximately $1,2 billion.^
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6.125 Sta-.e Project Priority Lists . Prior to the 1972 Act, mun-
icipalities' financial needs were a principal factor in establishing
state priorities for EPA sewage treatment plant construction grants.
The Act required the establishment of a new state priority system
as part of a continuing planning process.^ ^ Beginning 1 July 1973
EPA required that to be eligible for grants projects must be on a
state priority list prepared in conformance with the new criteria.
These criteria were;^ '
(a) population affected;
(3) severity of pollution problems;
(C) need for the preservation of high-quality water;
(D) national priorities (as well as total funds available);
(E) additional criteria applied by states.
Political consideration such as insuring that every part of
a state received a share of the available money has been given as one
of the reasons which influenced the development of prior state
(M7)
lists. Ln addition the timeframe given for submission, was
in April for the next fiscal year beginning 1 July, thus allowing
little time for approval of these lists. During fiscal year 197^ this
was a major problem. 3y 31 December 1973 SPA had approved the priority
lists of 37 of the 56 states and territories covered by the pro-
gram. Because of the difficulties the states and municipalities
were having in meeting the requirements for priority lists, EPA
awarded only 53 grants totaling about $33 million from 1 August to
31 December 1973. In order to provide review time an internal
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review within EFA reco-nnended that submission dates for state
priority lists be moved up to January preceding the fiscal year to
provide adequate time for review by regions.
Another area of concern with the priority lists was the
mix of Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3 projects contained on the priority
lists. EPA desired to have a number of Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3
projects so that all Step 3 construction projects would not come
due during any one year. EPA desired to have a proper mix so a
continuous, smooth-flowin?; program could be developed and would not
be hamuered by an abundance of Step 3 projects on its list in any one
year.
6.126 Iinpoundr.ent of Funds . Problems relative to Presidential
impoundment of funds authorized by Congress has been discussed in
Section 5«3« Table 6-5 ^ives a breakdown showing authorizations,
amounts released by President Nixon and the amount actually obli.^ated
by EPA. It appears from this chart that impoundment of funds did
not have a major effect on the overall obligation of construction
grant monies, however, in some states there may have been problems.
Table 6-5
.
A Gonoarison of Funds Authorized Under PL 92-500,
Released by President Nixon and Obligated by EPA











In a >'arch 1975 memorandum, Russel E. Train, EPA Administrator,
said, "I firmly believe that we can maintain a hi^h rate of ^rant
awards for the next two fiscal years. My ^oal is that we obligate
the entire SI 8 billion by September 1977." In order to accomplsih
this a monthly obligation soal was set at $400-500 million.' ^^
From April to September 1975 EFA made obligations of $2.9 billion
which amounts to an oblij^ation rate of $^^83 million a month.
Although these obligations seem to be meeting the goal, they
may have been due to the normal seasonal variations in the program.
As can be seen from Table 6-4 EFA has traditionally obligated large
amounts during May and June before allocations expire normally on
the 30th of June, Funds remaining unobligated at the end of the
allotment period are immediately reallotted by EFA to those states
which have used their full allotment.^ ^ If this year end obligation
was not done the administration would probably have come under more
criticism than it has come under now.
6,3 Previous Projects
Another, although lesser cause of delays in obligations, were
Tsrojects proceeding under the previous requirements of PL 84-660 which
had to be redeveloped according to the requirements of PL 92-500,
Some of these projects, designed with PL 84-660 money, had to meet the
new Act's requirements for infiltration/inflow analysis, alternative
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solutions, user char'^es, industrial cost recovery and environment
assessment, Bringing these projects into compliance has caused
(122)delays and increases in cost due to inflation. EPA is
administering 1932 projects costing $^.2 billion obligated under
PL 84-660 and has 78 projects valued at $146 million awaiting




Not only can the requirenents of the Act slow up the
construction ^ants pro-am, but also outside pressures influence
the pro^^an. The intent of this section is not to discuss questions
such as to what decree or how lon?^ these influences hold up the
^ants Dro-'^ram, but rather to .^ive a generalized review of various
outside factors and their possible effects on the grants program.
7,1 Construction Industry
In an in-house study conducted by EPA in 1972 it was stated
that the construction industry was experiencing increasing: difficulty
in supplyin'^ the services needed for sewa^ce construction at a
rate r.atchir.? available Federal funding. After three contractor
reports on U, S, construction ca-oability were received in December,
1972, April 1973 and October, 1973. E?A stated in December 1973
(125)
that:
"The results of econometric models indicate th^t the con-
struction industry should be able to build the required
facilities with real price increase of less than 1 rercent
attributable solely to Z?A-stimulated demand, assuming
resource transferability within the construction industrv.
The skilled labor needed should be available but there
will be some impact on wages. In some localities, the
construction industrv mav lack adequate short-term
capacity, especially in light of changes in the nation's
economy that nay result from the recent devaluations and
the energy crisis,"
In a report to Congress the government Accounting Office
reviewed the construction industry's capability to build more
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sewage tr'5a+Tnent facilities by: examining records on construction
activity, interviewing officials of state and local governments
and the construction industry, and inquiring into the availability
of data which misht show the construction industries capacity to
construct treatment facilities authorized by the 1972 Act, The
analysis covered six states and indicated an active bidder
interest in projects. The report did not cornnient on the construction
industries car>ability on a state-by-state basis because resoiirces
could be drawn from other states and also statistical data and
studies were not available. The study further stated that
the number of projects that would be initiated under the full
fundin? of the Act could not be handled. The problem was not in
obtaining the general-type construction workers or the skilled
craftsmen but was in obtaining the needed number of experienced
(126)
design engineers.
In a draft report of 10 October 1975 the National Commission
(127)
on Water Quality stated:
"One characteristic of treatment plant construction is its
higher requirement for non-professional and unskilled
labor, unlike other requirements for other types of
pollution control which tend to require relatively more
professional and technical skill. The increased demand
for construction labor could be sisnifican-t- at a time
when construction trades are experiencing 20 percent
unemployment. Also, because the treatment facility
requirement is geographically distributed throughout
the nation, the imiacts would be widespread, providing
new opportunities for employment in construction work in
towns and cities all over the nation."
The report further stated that strict industrial and
municipal compliance with the 1977 and 1983 deadlines of PL 92-500
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would cause severe shorta.^es of sanitary en-^ineers needed to design
and constr^jct water pollution abatement facilities. Current un-
employment levels in the construction industry were such that
cons tru.ction labor would not be an imt)ediment to achieving the
(128)
requirement of PL 92-500.
In an SPA report it was said that unanticipated delays
are being experienced in the start of some construction and in
construction in "orocress. The report was not able to pinpoint
the exact reason, but attributed these delays to the delivery
(129)
of certain types of equipment and materials. The uncertainties
faced by both the suppliers and manufactures, thousrh not the fault
of the contractors, eventually become problems for the contractor,
7.2 y^Lterials Supply
During Gon^vressional hearings Mr. R. J. Dou-^herty, Chief
Administrator, Metropolitan Sewer 3oa.T6 of the Twin Cities Area,
Minnesota, indicated that shortas^es of reinforcing "nars, steel
pipin?^ and cement will extend the construction times on some of
their projects which normally would take three years, now would take
up to four years. ^ -^ -^ The National Commission on Water Quality
stated: "Chances of shortages of materials especially pipes, valves
and fittia-^s; structural clay products; service industry machinery;
industrial controls; and cement and gypsum, increase if the
deadlines are strictly enforced."^ -^ ^
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The problems inherent in construction cost escalations
manifest thenselves in :r.any ways such as the inability of a
contractor to ^et needed supplies. The be°:inning of the problem
lies with the raw materials supplier. As prices rise and materials
become scarce these constraints are also placed on the nanufacturer.
Unprecedented demand, spurred in rart by the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, h-as been a main contributor to supply shortages and
increased prices. Suppliers Dass alon-^ price increases to manu-
facturers and manufacturers pass their increased costs onto their
(132)
customers, the contractors. ' At this point, trouble usually
appears. Contractors, havin^^ si?-ned fixed price contracts with a
municipality, now find that their costs for materials and equipment
are increasin,^. Suppliers are givinr; contractors a price at time
of delivery quote. Mr. S, Horowitz, President of the Associated
General Contractors believes that this type of operation could force
(132)
some contractors into business failure.
Mr. R. Sulli'/an, executive Vice-President of Valve Manu-
facturers Association states that demand is currently outrunning the
ability to su-ddIv. Therefore orders are being accepted on longer
(133)
and longer lead times. He further contends that as backlo«<:s
of the valve industry extend, price escalations can tend, in some
cases, to be double those in effect at the time the order was placed.
Mr. Sullivan believes that it is folly to quote a firm price on a
product not to be delivered for anj^here from 90 days to two years
(134)
from the date of order. ^ '
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Cost escalation is a critical problem. If manufactureres
cannot recoup their costs, they may start backing away from municipal
(132)
projects.^ ^ ' Mr. H. Gahill of EPA says there is no agreement on
the causes of cost escalations, so finding a solution will not be
easy. (^52)
The intent of this section was not to seolve or enumerate
all possible material supply problems, but rather to indicate that
delays in delivery and higher costs of materials are possible in
this area. These higher costs hamper the construction grant pro-
gram by using more of the fixed amount of money alloted to the program
and delays put off meeting the goals of the Act.
7.3 Manpower
The effectiveness of water quality control programs will
be influenced to a major degree by the availability of skilled
manpower. This manpower will be needed in the federal, state and
private sectors of the economy and will involve skill levies that
vary from profsssional to manual operational tasks. ^ ^^'
7,31 'rtater Pollution Control Personnel Requirements
Tables 7-1, 7-2, 7-3 are presented to show the personnel




Total FY 1971 Manpower En^a^ed in V/ater Quality Activities
Occupational Non Federal
Category Government Local State (Non-EPA) SPA Total
Professional 13,200 ^.300 2,100 ^,600 1,200 25,^00
Operator 15,^00 29,700 - ^.200 - ^9,300
Technician 20,500 4,000 300 1,800 300 26,900
Other 4,700 38,700 1,200 1,900 1,300 47,800
Total 53,800 76,700 3,600 12,500 2,800 149,400
Total F^o.iected FY I976 Manpower En?a.=^ed in rt'ater Quality Activities
Occurational Non- Federal
Cate-orv Government Local State (Non-E?A) EPA Total
Professional 23,400 5f600 5, '^00 5,900 1,800 42,200
Operator 48,700 38,600 - 5.^00 - 92,900
Technician 38,900 5,200 700 2,000 5OO 47,300
Other 15,100 50,400 2,100 2,300 1,900 71,800
Total 126,100 99.800 8.3OO 15,800 4.200 254, 200
As of 30 January 1974 the states had "^244 people working in
(138)
the water pollution control field. Appendix D contains data
from a yet unoublished internal SPA staff study indicating that




Additional Manpower Required by 1976
1,300 3,^00 1,300 600 16,800
8,900 - 1,400 - 43,600
1,200 400 200 200 20,400
11,700 800 400 600 23.900
Personnel Non- Federal I976





Total 72,300 23,100 4,600 3.300 1,4C0 104,700
7,32 Training "rants and Fellcwshirs
In addressing the House Public '.,'orks Committee in At)ril, 1974,
representatives of the Association of Environmental Eni^ineering
Professors asserted that a conservative estimate of the present
situation is th^t 4,000 to 5,000 environmental engineers must be
erraduated each year through 1976 in order to meet the demand
generated by the construction grants program and other environmental
(140)
quality control measures.
Two studies were made to determine what effect the phase
out of SPA training grants and fellowships by 30 June 1976 was. hav-
ing on programs that had received such funds. They showed that
enrollment reductions ranged from 10 to 60 percent.^ In the
past one-half to two-thirds of the environmental engineers who
received graduate training were supported by SPA, Elimination of
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this support put stron.=s pressures on the universities. Declining
enrollment results in less frequent offerinp- of courses, diminished
quantity and quality of laboratory courses and reduced summer
research productivity. This decrease in the supuly of water
pollution control personnel will occur at a critical time. If more
res-Donsibility is siven to the states for ?L 92-500 they could have
difficulty attract in.^ qualified personnel.
7.321 Who Should Fay . In two consultant reports for EPA the
findino;s have been that those engineers who solve the water Dollution
problems represent the public se-^ment of society because their efforts
are directed toward the protection of resources, therefore public
agencies have a primary role in the education of these DeoT^le, The
reports also point out that the use of federal funds for university
activities has significant historical precedent in such fields as
agriculture, health, defense, basic scientific research and meeting
(1^1)
the national needs in water pollution abatcnent.
EPA is hoping that state and local governments and also
the private sector will take up the slack left by the agency's
(142)
withdrawal from sufDort of education. However, as industry
supported less than 1 percent of water pollution control education
(141)
in 1970-71 the prospects do not look good.
7,33 Operations and Maintenance
An in-house EPA report on the performance of SPA-financed
plants indicated that of the secondary plants built, 52 percent were
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found to be producin.T effluent that did not neet SPA secondary
effluent standards, " This should be an indication that an
adequate supply of well-trained personnel is neede-d. The Association
of State and Interstate Water Pollution Control Ad.T.inistrators are
in ao"eement that a lot more pollutants can be removed from our
streams by better operation of our existing facilities. This
ob.jective is attainable through the constant trainin^^ and skill
(144)
up-^radin/^ of treatment plant operator personnel. An EPA
report indicates that many re-^ional offices do not effectively
coordinate operation and maintenance pro^^rams with manpower
development and trainin-^ activities, and have not used budgeted
operations and maintenance T3ositions for ooerations and maintenance
work,
7.331 Charges forTuition Lead to Enrollment DroD , In past years
EPA has provided free training for operations and maintenance
personnel, at the National Training Center in Cincinnati, Ohio and
at other locations. I>ae to cutbacks in funding it was decided by
EPA and the Office of F-anagement and .Budget to institute charges for
attendance at these courses. I>je to this decision it has been




Mr. M. Davost from Chicago's Department of Water and Sewers
commented that "these courses were free only a few years ago but now
most of them are around the $230 mark for a few days and our region
-,-, ..(1^2)
hasn't scheduled even one course locally.
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In an editorial Mr. Charles Heckroth, Editor of Water and
Wastes FnTJr.eering expressed the view that T.any utilities are too
conplacent in not sending people to training courses, and also do
not set aside money in their bud£!;ets, nor plan trainin'^ and
educational schedules. He ur.^ed utilities to move now since
tomorrow would be too late, '
7,3i^ Salaries
Another factor in the shorta.^e could be the high demand
level itself. Industry, tr-zing to meet the requirements of the
Act, and consulting firms with federal funds for planning, design
and construction which want to get projects underway can afford to
pay 3, S, engineers high salaries. These high salaries can
influence engineers to byrass government work and graduate training
and go to work for industry instead. The latest American Water
Works Association survey of utility salaries shows that sewera:"'e
personnel are among the lowest paid people in positicns of public
(1^7)
trust in the United States.'
In order to get and keep qualified personnel in the water
pollution field on the federal, state and local level, it appears
that both training and higher salaries may be required. The
greatest danger from a lack of adequate training lies in the poss-





8.0 FUITDDJG CONS UDERiXTIONS
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
have been said to be the sin5;le lar^^est construction program in the
United States.^ ^' To accomplish the goals set in the act will
require large sums of money and will take years to accomplish.
Vhile it appears that the total cost is not a direct major problem
in implementation of the requirements of the Act, it is still an area
which should be considered, as it does in some respects, affect the
implementation of the Act.
8.1 Preliminary Cost Estimates
8.11 Preliminary Cost Estimates of Senate Bill (S.2770)^ '
During deliberations on the Senate version of the Act, $1^
billion was provided to be used over four years for grants to
communities for construction of treatment works. Of this amount $9
billion was to be for fiscal years 1972 to 197^ and $5 billion for
fiscal year 1975. The $9 billion figure was based on 70 percent of
the $12.6 billion backlog estimated by SPA through 197^. This
estimate considered the needs to provide secondary treatment to all
sewered comaunities and some tertiary treatment.
The Senate Committee on Public V/orks figures reflect certain
constraints or limitations in the figures provided for EPA. The
limitations are:
(a) the EPA calculations are projected for only three years;
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(3) the calculations do not include treatment for any
unsewered urban population;
(C) no provision was made for investment in storm and
sanitary sewer overflow
j
(D) no anticipation was made for joint municipal and in-
dustrial waste treatment facilities;
(E) EPA calculations did not consider the magnitude of the
effort projected by the proposed legislation.
In addition to the estimates received from EPA, the Senate
Committee on Public '-^forks asked the National Lea^re of Cities
—
United States Conference of Mayors to determine the need for Federal
grant assistance by surveying their member cities. The results of
that survey indicated that a waste treatment backlog of S33-37 billion
was needed, well above the $14 billion the Senate was considering.
The Committee agreed that the Act would not provide sufficient funds
to retire the entire backlog, but the amount provided should make
major inroads into the backlog and begin to achieve the kind of a
program anticipated by the legislation.
The Committee agreed the task envisioned by the Act was a
massive one in terms of funds required and the work to be done, that
is, the time for actual construction of facilities required to treat
municipal wastes was to extend over four to seven years.
8.12 Preliminary Cost Estimates of House Bill (KR 11 896)
The House estimated the total cost of the Act to be $24.6
billion for fiscal years 1972 to 1977; of that amount $18,4 billion
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was for the construction of waste treatment works. The final fi5:ure
as provided for in the Act was $18 billion. The estimates of the
cost of HR 11 896 were prepared by the House Conimittee on Public
Works. No estimate of the cost of the bill had been submitted by any
government agency to the Committee.
In response to House requests for views and comments on
HR 11 896 the EPA supported their proposed three year $6 billion
constr^action ^rant program, statin,"^ that their proposal was based on
the most comprehensive and reliable assessment of waste treatment
needs available. EPA believed the waste treatment construction
industry was not capable of rapid expansion to accept the larger
construction funding demands and that costs already inflated in
this area, would mount as the lag between construction capacity
and funding increased.
8.2 The Needs Survey
8.21 Background
In accordance with Section ^\6 (b) of the Act, the Administra-
tor, in cooTDeration with the states, is required to siake a biennially
revised detailed estimate of the cost of construction of all needed
publicly owned treatment works in each of the states. These are
called "Needs" Survevs and to date two of them have been performed.
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8.22 Needs Survey Categories ^1 51- ^53)
The 1973 Needs Survey contained five cate/^ories. One
additional category, dealing with the costs for treatment and control
of stormwater, was added to the 197^ survey to bring the total to
six categories.
8.221 Categor-/ I - Secondary Treatment Required by the 1972 Act .
All municipalities are required to provide a legally required level
of secondary treatment. For purposes of the survey "secondary
treatment" and "best practicable wastewater treatment technology"
were to be considered syncnymous..
8.222 Category II - Treatr.ent More Stringent Than Secondary Required
3v Water Quality Standards, The level of treatment for manv water-
ways exceeds that required by secondary treatment and must meet levels
required by water quality standards. Included are costs to remove
p cQ-lutants such as phosphorous, ammonia, nitrate and organic substances
to the extent required by applicable laws.
8.223 Category III - Rehabilitation of Sewers to Correct Infiltration
and Inflow. This category is broken down into two parts. Part A in-
cludes costs for correction of sewer system infiltration/inflow pro-
blems. Costs of infiltration/inflow studies are included in the
estimates for Part A. Included in Part 3 are costs for replacement
or major rehabilitation of existing sewage collection systems. Major
rehabilitation is considered extensive, that is, repairs of existing
sewers beyond the scope of normal maintenance programs is required.
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In the 1973 Survey costs were considered under one part, while for
the 197^ Survey, costs wer'^ broken down into two parts.
8.224 Cateccory IV - New Sewers , This category also is broken into
two parts. Part A consists of costs for construction of collector
sewer systems designed to correct violations of applicable laws.
Part 3 details costs for new interceptor sewers and transmission
pumping stations,
8.225 Gategor-/- V - Correction of Overflows frcn Combined Sewers .
The costs of facilities to correct periodic by passing of untreated
wastes from combined sewers into waterways is included in Category
V, however, it does not include treatment and control of storrawaters,
8.226 Cate:-orv VI - Treatment and /or Control of Stonwaters. Abating
pollution from stormwater run-off channelled through sewers and other
conveyances used only for such run-off are estimated in this category.
Run-off carried in co^.bined sewers is included in Category V, This
category was not included in the 1973 Needs Survey,
8.23 Needs Survey Constraints
8.231 1973 Needs Survey . The Constraints of the Needs Survey
include: ^^^^-^
(a) costs in June, 1973 dollars;
(3) projections for 1990 population;
(C) only those costs that could be clearly defined and
documented were to be reported, while facilities that would achieve
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the best practicable treatment technology .and zerio discharge were
not to be included,
8.232 The 197^ Needs Survey . The 197^ Survey included the first
two constraints of the 1973 Needs Survey, however, the third was
deleted as a requirement.
8.24 Results of 1973 and 197^ Needs Surveys
Table 8-1 represents the findings of the two most recent
Needs Surveys for the United States. This table can be found on
pa^e 102.
8.25 Overall Costs
The reliability of the Needs Survey has been questioned by
EPA. Russel Train siad, "Our preliminary analysis of the 197^ state
data strongly indicates thiat the total estimates reported by states
exaggerated the costs of meeting the requirements of Public Law
92-500."^^^^^
After EPA reviewed the 197^ figures for Categories, I, II,
and IV3 which reflect the costs for the traditional Water Quality
Program of treatment plants and inteceptors, the costs were reduced
from $53 billion to $46 billion. If the $46 billion and $36 billion
from the 1973 Survey are compared with the $33-37 billion figures shown





















































The reliability of the Survey are said to be limited by
three factors: ^^^^^ ^^^^
(a) Some states assumed that the 19^3 standards would be
similar to those utilized in the 1973 Survey, while others assumed
that niajor increases would be required in the stringency of standards
and estimated very high levels of treatment. This problem of differing
goals caused SPA to question the costs reported in Categories III, V
and VI,
(3) The ability to make reasonably accurate engineering cost
estimates and to '/alidate them depends on how advanced the particular
pollution abatement technology is. Categories I, II and IV pertain
to technical areas that are rather well developed, whereas EFA felt
that the technology and cost estimating capability for Categories III,
V, and VI were at a lower level of refinement,
(C) The facilities planning element was more effective in
producing good cost estimates for Categories I, II and IV than for
the other categories since these areas have received the most attention
in the planning effort. The costs in these categories generally re-
late to the 1977 requirements and 1933 costs have been estimated
without much formal planning, EPA effectively discounted all cost
estimates for Categories III and V except for those which had a
completed analysis. Virtually no completed planning was available for




8,3 The Allocation Formula
In the previous section we have seen that EPA considers the
needs survey somewhat unreliable and because of this EPA considers
the needs survey a questionable basis on which to allot funds,
8.31 Prior to PL 92-500
Before the passage of the Federal Water Pollution Act of 1972
funds were allocated to the states on the basis of population,
8.32 Fiscal Years 1973 and 1974
As mandated by PL 92-500 allotments to the states for fiscal
years 1973 and 1974 were uvade on the basis of a 1971 needs survey
made by EPA, This survey was not much more than an educated ^ess,^ -^ '
Following a review of the 1973 needs survey, EPA considered it to
be unbalanced and unfair and suggested that allotments be made instead
on only a portion of needs that were considered the most valid, Cate-
gories I, II, and IV3,
8.33 Fiscal Year 1975
Congress in passing PL 93-243 directed that allotments to the
states for fiscal year 1975 be based half on the total needs, and
half on those needs in Categories I, II, and IV3. At the same time




Future allotments are to be based in part on the 197^ and
futirre needs surveys. However, EPA presently feels that a new
allocation formula based half on population and h^lf on estimates
for Categories I, II and IV3 of the needs survey should be util-
ized/^^'' HR 4161 and S 1216 introduced in the House and
Senate respectively would provide for such an allotment formula,
8,35 Allocation Issue
The question of how to develop an allocation formula for
distributing available construction grant funis is a continuing
problem. The use of a purely population based formula failed to
provide adequate funds to states that had high population concentrations
and a need for sophisticated treatment facilities, A purely needs-
based allocation presents difficulties as described in Section 8,25,
A formula based on Categories I, II and lYB will give proportionally
more money to states that have done very little about water pollution
control problems and still have most of their secondary treatment
attainment ahead of them. It will give fewer funds to those state
that have done a great deal toward attaining secondary treatment and
have done some of their advanced treatment but still have problems
with combined sewers and stormwaters.
All attempts at a formula seem to be concerned with equity,
A fundamental premise in the law, however, seems to be forgotten,
that is, put money where the pollution is and in the kinds of invest-
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ments required to abate it,
8.^ Reimbursements
The Act does not exclude municipalities from federal grants
which had started construction before the 1972 Amendments, A re-
iabursement program was provided for in Section 206 of the Act to
pay back to those who had set out on their own in the water pollution
control area without the assistance of federal funds,
8.^1 Facilities Constructed Between 30 June 195^ and 30 June 1966^ '^^'
Municipalities that constructed facilities during this time
period are eligible to receive federal funis provided the project
was approved by the state water pollution control agency and met the
requirements of the Water Pollution Control Act in effect at the
time of construction,
8,^2 Facilities Constructed Between 30 June I966 and before 1 July
1972(159)
Those municipalities able to qualify may be reimbursed for
the difference between the amount received in federal aid and 50
percent of total cost of the project. If the project was constructed
in accordance with a comprehensive regional treatment plant, the
aigency may receive an additional 5 percent of the total cost.
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8,^3 Federal Funds for Reimbursement
The 1972 Amendments authorized $2.75 billion in funds to
be reimbursed to eligible agencies.
8,5 Future Reimbursement
Congressmen Robert A, Roe when talking about public officials
said it would be foolhardy to propose spending municipal money when
75 percent of the cost of treatment works was available from the
Federal Government, ^ '
Mr, C. 3, Koiser, President, Association of Metropolitan
Sewerage Agencies, claimed that since 1972 many sewerage districts
have gone ahead with construction projects without the assistance
of Federal funds. The projects are urgently needed treatment
facilities which could not be postponed until Federal funds were
made available.
Title II regulations do not permit reimbursement for
voluntary advanced Step I and Step II projects after November, 197^
and no reimbursement at all for Step II voluntary advanced projects. ^
Mr. T. C. Williams of Williams and Works Grand Rapids,
Michigan, stated in congressional hearings held in 197^ tb^t he had at
least eight clients that would be willing to go forward with the
construction of wastewater treatment facilities. He said they would
be willing to finance Step I, Step II sund in some cases even Step
III of the project in order to save construction money in a period
of inflationary costs. Their reason for not starting these projects
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is simply that they would not want to lost ^^rant monies if funds
became available at any time in the near future,^ '
8.6 Future Funding
In a recent letter to the Office of Management and Budget
EPA has recommended a funding level of $^2 billion over a 6 year
period, fiscal years 1977-1 982 for the construction grants program.
EPA emphasized that the public needs a realistic achieveable program
in view of the $3^2 billion estimate of the 197^ needs survey.^ ^'
The recommendation aims at giving priority to funding for:
(a) completion of necessary treatment plants and interceptor
sewers (Categories I, II, r/3);
(B) correcting infiltraticn/inflow (Category IIL\);
(C) controlling stormwater discharges (Category VI),
The National Commission on Water Quality stated that in
order to achieve compliance with the law for Categories I, II and
r/3 by 1980 and IHA, IIIB and V by I985 without increments for
inflation would require Federal appropriations averaging $7.8 billion
yearly for the first six years and $1^,5 billion yearly over the next
five years. Future inflation could require increasing Federal
expenditures selected now; the quoted annual figures could be
$8.6 and $25.3 billion to account for inflation.^ ^
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RSCOMMSiNBATIONS
Since passage of the Act in 1972 demands for chaages have been
made by wastewater management at all levels of government, by pro-
fessional organizations and facility operating personnel,^ -^'
Changes for improving the Act are encouraged, however, achieving the
goals of the Act has affected municipalities in many ways since not
all are being confronted with the same problems. Therefore, care
should be taken with regard to any changes made. The Act is complex;
it imposes some stringent requirements on the Federal 'Government in
administering the Act and on state and municipal governments in
complying with the Act,
After leaving the Environmental Protection Agency, William
Ruckelshaus said, "When I was administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, I saw Congress pass bills on clean air and clean
water when they knew - absolutely knew - that the goals couldn't be
fulfilled, "^^^^^
9.1 Conclusions
As was indicated previously, the objective of this thesis
is to determine the problems encountered in the implementation of the
construction grants program and their effect on meeting the goals
of the 1972 Act, As already discussed not one but many problems inter-
acted to cause delays in meeting the Acts goals. However, these
delays were only partial; the initial authorizations for the srants
program were insufficient for all municipalities to meet the require-
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merits of the Act.
9.11 Reliability of This Review
Much of the information on the construction ^ants pro.^am
has been vrritten in an overview fashion. Publications have generally
^iven broad coverage to subjects such as use of ad valorem taxes for
compliance with the user charge requirements of the Act. The
articles have not given specific examples of where the problem exists.
Internal EPA reviews of the grants program have generally been
concerned with giving reports of findin^^s, not Dresenting all the
data upon which those findings were based. Findings such as manage-
ment did not totally utilize all available manpower to accomplish a
function or EPA did not give sufficient and timely guidance to the
field are difficult to evaluate in terms of their specific effect
on the grants program. Congressional testimony has given the most
specific information as to the problems encountered by state and
municipal governments. The review of publications, EPA reports,
congressional testimony, and limited interviews have complimented
each other. The overall conclusions presented are considered valid.
9.12 Delays Caused by Implementation Problems
Problems such as user charges, industrial cost recovery,
environmental impact statements, infiltration/inflow analysis, and
state priority lists have caused delays in implementing the require-
ments of the Act. If the estimate of ^ to 6 years for completion of
a waste water treatment facility from start to finish is accepted a
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project approved in October, 1972 could be expected to be operational
around October, 1976. For all those projects funded from the
original $18 billion the problems reviewed have caused delays and
will cause raany of them to miss the 1 July 1977 date for secondary
treatment.
Problems have also been caused by the late issuance of
guidelines and regulations pertaining; to the areas of user charges,
etc., and the duplication of effort by Federal and State governments
in the initial stages of the program have caused delays and probably
have affected some municipalities in meeting the 1 July 1977 date
for secondary treatment.
As the problems and administration of the Act can effect
states and municipalities in differing degrees, it is impossible to
quantify how long a delay was caused by each specific problem. Over-
all the problems with meeting the Acts requirements and the admin-
istration of the Act will delay meeting the 1977 secondary treatment
goals.
9.13 Workability of Construction Grants Program
The final regulations concerning construction grants for
wastewater facilities mandated by the Act have clarified some of the
administrative processes required for state and local governments
compliance and obtaining construction grants. The requirements for
infiltration/inflow have been modified so that SPA will accept
certification by a state agency that excessive infiltration/inflow
is not present. Some states have accepted responsibility for
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review of plans and specifications, and operation and maintenance
manuals, thereby relieving some of the duplication that has been
present in the pro<^ram.
Final regulations have taken away some of the hesitancy on
the part of municipalities. It appears that the late issuance of
reflations and the problems of gearing up to administer this complex
law have passed the initial problem stage and the program is proceeding
more smoothly than during the first eighteen months.
Even with factors which have made the program more workable
and manageable for all levels of government, more administrative
changes could be made to make delivery of funds more rapidly to
municipalities
.
9.1^ Impoundment of Funds
Much has been said and written about Presidential impoundment
of funds, however, it does not appear that this action had a significant
effect on the entire construction grants program. Individual states
may have been delayed by the action.
A review of Table 6-5 indicates that in neither n 73 » 7^ or
75 did EPA obligate the full amount of funds released by the President.
The delay during these years could be attributable to other problems
namely: user charges, industrial cost recovery, infiltration/inflow
analysis and state priority lists. Impoundment of funds at this
particular point in time, now that the grants program is working
smoothly, could cause very serious delays in working toward meetin^:
the treatment of wastewater required by the Act.
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9.15 Construction "irant Funds Required
Ignoring the stormwater treatment and control cate^rory of
the 197^ Needs Survey, as it was not included in the 1973 survey, the
change in the needs survey from 1973 to 197^ was almost 78 percent.
For Categories I through V the 1973 total was approximately $60
billion and the 197^ total was $107 billion.
Categories I, II and IVB which EPA considers the traditional
water quality program of treatment plants and interceptors were
$35.9 billion in 1973 and increased to $^.^ billion in the 197^
survey. This represents an increase of 29 percent. In 1973 the
states were restricted in using only existing water quality standards
to base their needs. In 197^ anticipated water quality standards
were used. It is conceivably possible the increase could be due to
the standards used.
As of 30 September 1975 only $7.^ billion of the available
$18 billion had been obligated by EPA. To meet the 1977 secondary
treatment goals as described by Categories I, II and IVB will require
an additional $28 billion in 1973 dollars according to the 197^ needs
survey. The $7*'^ billion obligated represents only I6 percent of
the costs required to meet the 1977 secondary treatment goals.
The goals of secondary treatment will not be met unless the
$28 billion is funded and with inflation this figure will probably
be even higher. The single most important catalyst in meeting the
goals of the Act is the availability of federal grant funds.

9.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations will, if implemented, aid
in providing for a smoother running grants program by lessening the
administrative requirement of the construction grants program. These
recommendations are not intended to change the thrust of the Water
Pollution Control Act but to make it easier to work within its
requirements and comply with its goals,
9,21 Federal Funding Commitment
As previously stated the availability of Federal erant
funds is the most important factor, if municipalities are goin"? to
meet the treatment goals of the Act, '^^hat is needed is a long term
federal funding commitment which would not only set a reasonable
date when the goals of the Act should be complied with but also
provides the necessary funding with which to meet the specified dates.
With a price tag of $350 billion it is highly improbably that
Congress will authorize the necessary funds to meet the ^oal of
"zero discharge" by 1985» In the absence of such funding it is
recopjnsnded that within the federal funding commitment, priorities
be set as to which categories of projects can expect funding in the
near future. If the most critically needed facilities are treatment
plants and interceptor sewers then the major effort should be spent
to fulfill these needs first, with any additional funding spent on
the next priority item, 3oth the funding commitment and priority
order of funding needs must be a policy that all eligible grant
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recipients are aware of. This type of procedure would give the
grants program a forra of stability and provide the means to reach
an end,
9,22 State Participation
Review of documents by both the state and federal governments
is a duplication of effort and causes delays in the construction
grant process. States which are closer to the practical issues which
must be resolved in the grants process are in the best position to
review applications and facility plans. Having states responsible
for the review should enable municipalities to be able to more
readily get personnel attention as the states would be geographically
closer to the municipalities than the regional offices and reduced
processing time would speed up grants.
Any delegation to the states of responsibilities now performed
by EPA must be a methodical and deliberate process, if not, the
problems experienced on the Federal level will be just shifted to
the state level. In making any transfer the following are necessary;
(a) a clear delineation of the authorities and responsibilities
of both EPA and the states;
(3) the capability of attracting and retaining qualified
state personnel capable of performing these functions
»
(C) adequate federal assistance be provided to help the
states.
The success of this program depends both on the states
willingness to accept the program and the long term commitment of
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federal funding. Failure of a large number of states to participate
could cause a dual system of reviews and may not improve the present
arrangement, and a long term federal commitment may be a needed
incentive to hire these people as there is an insurance the
Federal Government is not going to discontinue grants tomorrow,
9.23 Use of Ad Valorem Taxes
It is recommended that the U. S, Congress pass legislation
to allow the use of ad \'alorem taxes to meet the user char=re
requirement of the Act, It is unfair to require communities who
have historically utilized ad valorem taxes for wastewater facilities
to go to an extra expense just to comply with the Act.
The concept of everyone payin^r a proportional share of costs
is a valid one, however, this could be accomplished by ad valorem
taxes and surcharges on industry. Many school districts and
municipalities use property taxes to finance operations, however,
all tax payers do not receive benefits in proportion to the amount
of taxes paid. The concept of equity inpayment for services should
have some flexibility in its applicaticn.
9,2^ Step 2+3 Grants
As of the end of February l975i 53 percent of the number of
grants awarded representing 10 percent of the dollars awarded under
the construction grants program were to communities with under
5000 population.^ ' In this area it is recommended that EPA
review the requirements of these grants to determine the feasability
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of streamlinin- the ^rant process for these small communities by
a reinstitution of the Step 2+3 ^rant.
It would appear that a streamlined process for small
community grants which are for relatively small sums of money as
corapaired with large city grants, could save a great deal of
effort now expended on grant review.
If upon review the above recommendation is found feasable
Congressional action would be required for its implementation.
9.25 Pre-Financing
It is recommended that the Act be anmended to provide
that for a community wanting to go forward with construction of
treatment works now, reimbursement of the Federal share of the
project would be forthcoming at a future date. In order to be
eligible the community would have to comply with all the Acts
requirements. The community would have to raise the entire amount
of the capital cost required and would have to have service charges
high enough to cover the bond payments.
Whenever the communities project reaches a high enough
priority to receive a federal grant, they would receive a retro-
active grant for the portion of the project that would be eligible
for grant participation. The community could then buy back callable
bonds or invest the grant monies to make bond payments as they become
due and reduce the constoners sewer rates.
The community would gain in lower construction costs by not
having to wait several years for a grant and the Federal government
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would also gain as they are supplying 75 percent of the cost of the
facility.
9.26 Training Program
It is recommended that in conjunction with the reconunendation
for a long tenii federal funding commitment, continued support be
given to training the manpower necessary to design and operate the
proposed treatment facilities. To have the required funding to
construct treatment works and not have sufficient manpower to
design and operate them is a counterproductive effort.
In order to determine the manpower needs, it may be necessary
for EPA to update their 1972 report on Manpower Development and
Training Activities. The results of this review should become an
input into the funding commitment made to the construction grants
program.
9.27 Mandated Requirements
The 1972 Act authorizes federal construction grants for
wastewater facilities. Local governments are responsible for meeting
the mandated goals of the Act even in the absence of Federal grants.
It is apparent that the goals will not be met by the required dates,
therefore, it is recommended that legislation be enacted to authorize
case-by-case extensions of the 1977 municipal secondary treatment
deadline based on the unavailability of federal funds. Any granted




A conmunity would be granted an extension of time in
meeting the secondary treatment requirement until a time when it
appears that the projects priority will warrant funding. This ex-
tension also should be subject to adequate operation and Biaintenance





Federal Water Pollution Control Legislation
1866 - A Federal Statute was enacted prohibiting the
dumpin- of refuse into New York Harbor.
1899 - The Rivers and Harbors Act
-Prohibited the discharn:e of non-liquid wastes
into navigable waters.
-Attempted to prevent hazards from floating debris.
-Imposed criminal penalties for violation.
1912 - The Public Health Services Act
-Directed the Public Health Service to conduct
research into the health effects of water
pollution; this research Drovided the basic
knowledge used in current studies.
-Established the 'oasis for nation-wide drinking
water standards.
192^ - The Oil Pollution Control Act
-Prohibite-d the non-emer=rency dumpin'r of oil into
navigable waters,
-Required violators to clean up spills.
-Imposed fines for violation.
19^8 - The Vater Pollution Control Act
-Established, as experimental, the be^innin^^ of
the present body of legislation.
-Pertained to more than one type of pollutant.
-Authorized federal research and techinical
and planning assistance to state and local
governments.
-Authorized $5 million annually for expenditures
under the Act and $22.5 million for loans.
-Recognized the "primary" of states in water
pollution abatement,
1956 - The Federal Yater Pollution Control Act
-Established the "oasis for current prosrrams.
-Authorized aid for research, and aid for state
and interstate water pollution control a?^encies.
-Authorized grants for construction ($50 million
annually, JO-^- project cost, a limit of $250,000
per project)
.
-Established an enforcement procedure.
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1961 - Ar.evAy.ents to the Federal V/ater Pollution
Control Act .
-Increased research aid, includin.'^ the con-
struction of research facilities.
-Increased construction .°^rants (to an avera<^e
of $90 million annually, Increased per project
limit to $6C0,000, required '^G- of funding to
go to cities with populations under 125,000).
-Prompted joint-municipality treatment works
(by settins:^ per project fundinej limits at
$2,400,000).
-Extende-d federal responsibilities to all
navigable water.
1965 - The ".y'ater Q'jality Act
-Authorized a research and development prcrram
for comoined sewers,
-Increased arrant funding (to $150 million annually
doublin-^ the per pro.ject fund limits to SI, 200, 000
for sin~le municipality projects and 3^,^00,000
for joint projects, but removed limitations in
states that matched federal fundin.^ frrants),
-Prompted comprehensive planning (by addin-'t
an additional 10'^ fundin.^ to projects certified
as conforming with comnrehensive Dlans),
-Established the Federal .^ater Pollution Control
Administration with the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
-Established a mandator^/ water quality stands
program for interstate waters.
1966 - Reorganization Plan No. 2
-Transfered the administration of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act to the Department
of the Interior,
-Authorized an Assistant Secretary of the Interior
for Water Quality,
1966 - The Clean Water Restoration Act
-Increased research ~rants.
-Increased construction grants (to 55"^ of
project costs if states provide 25*^ and establish
enforceable water quality standards, and if the
project fits into a comprehensive plan),
-Authorized 50^ fundini^ of official planning
agencies who develop comprehensive, basin-wide
water pollution a'catement plans,




-Authorized the Secretary/ of the Interior to
study intrastate pollution if requested by a
majority of involved officials,
1 969 - The National Environnental Policy Act
-Requires fe-deral a?rencies to study the i^Dact of
their proposed actions (this ?nay include the
environnrental agencies),
1970 - Reorganization Plan No. 3
-Established the Envircniriental Protection Afrency
(an umbrella-type environmental orp^nization
reportin-^ directly to the executive office;
consists of ei.^ht foririerly senarate anti-
pollution organizations,
1970 - The .-.'ater ^i;ality I?.prover.ent Act
-Authorized federal cleanut) of oil spills.
-Req^uires federal license holders to obtain state
certification of conforra.nce with existin?^ water
quality standards,
1 972 - Amendments to the Federal ".v'ater Pollution
Control Act
-Increased construction -rants (to 7r^, no
ceilings, no state Darticipation, but requires
re^^ional plannin:-:, industrial payback, user
char.^es and system evaluation),
-Establishes "zero disch^.r~e of pollutants" s-oal,
-Ghian~es acater.ent aptsroach frcn water quality
standards to effluent standards,
-Authorizes federal intervention in ineffective
water pollution abatement pra^rams.
T. J, E=;gum, "Local Wastewater Financing and the Impact of
the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act," (unpublished M-asters




lAViS AND REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO WATER POLLUTION
The following is not an index to all applicable State and Federal
Laws and Regulations but rather a listing of those most commonly





Common Iv Used Name
1. Glean Streams Law
2, Pennsylvania Sewage
Facilities Act (Act 537)
3, Dans and Encroachments Act
and Vater Power and Water
Supply Act and Section
192C-A of the Adminis-
trative Code
4, Waterworks Act and
Sections I9IP-A and
1920-A of the Admin-
istrative Code










6. Pennsylvania Sewage Treatment
Plant and V.'aterworks Oper-
ators Certification Act
(Act 322} P.L. 1052
7, Amended Federal Water
Pollution Control Act P.L. 92-500
(Federal)
73, 91 » 93, 95 97,
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